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1SUMMER HEAT DISTRACTIONS PINE-NEEDLES NEEDLES SLEEP 
IN THE AFTERNOON NEEDLESS WANDERINGS OF PIGSTIES I 
DON’T KNOW YOU KNOW WHY OH YEAH OY DON’T THINK TOO 
MUCH LOOSEN THE MIND WITH DISTRACTIONS A BLUE DRESS 
A GREEN DOOR GREEDY AND INSUBSTANTIAL INFINITE 
AND STARRY BLACK HOLES OF ASTRONOMICAL INTENTION 
FINE-GRADE SAND PAPER SHOOT SWIM CARRY HOLD SEARCH 
UNSHACKLED CANARY BRAID PORTRAIT VIRGIN GIRL YOU 
ARE WERE WILL BE WADING ON THE RIVER BANK PLYING 
PLAITING WHERE DO WE FIND LANGUAGE WHERE DO WE 
FIND LOVE SILVER OAK LEAVES COMPOST GARDEN SQUASH 
BLOSSOMS SINGULARITY FISSION A VOCABULARY OF FRUIT 
AND STARS OK WHAT NOW SURPRISING OURSELVES BUT 
BEING OURSELVES NOTICING THE DIFFERENCES THE FAR-
FLUNG AND QUIET EXPAND AND GO FIND NOT THE OLD BUT 
THE FRESH CIRROCUMULUS INFINITE CLOUD BANK SEA 
BANK FEEDING WHALES OR SPINNERS WAIT GO SILENT 
SLEEP IT WILL TAKE YEARS LIKE THIS BRANCH TREE 
2NEEDY EYES SIMMERING LIKE COMPOTE FOR THE BOWL 
GOES TOGETHER FITS REALLY SO WE CAN FORGET THE 
ORIGINS OBLITERATE THE WATCHFUL EYE STRUGGLE ENTER 
AT WILL LEAVE LISTEN SHEEP A BIRD TAKES OFF OH 
YEAH LISTEN FOG HORN SIGH FLAT LIGHT ON THE WATER 
SIGHING SIGHTING LAND SAIL TRIGGER THE FALLOUT MY 
OWN LANGUAGE BUT NOT MY OWN LANGUAGE THE TENSION 
BETWEEN COALESCING AND THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE OF 
BACKGROUND NOISE RADIATION RED-SHIFTED METEORS 
METEOR SHOWERS DARK LIGHT GOLDEN CORN FOR MELANIE 
YOU HER SHE ENTERS HER HAND TELEPHONE BELL ALL 
THE SAME WORDS ARE BORING MYSTERIOUS LOVE A LOAF 
INELECTRIC ANIMALS GONE WILD IN THE ISLANDS RATS 
FOR INSTANCE IF I CAN WRITE WHY NOT WRITE VALLEY 
OF LIZARDS FLAT FIELDS CATTLE O’HIA RED TUFTED 
FLOWER PLANTING TREES IMPOSING A BODY PLANTS WAITS 
STRIDES INCULCATES CHOPS CUTS MINCES DIGS WEEDS 
BENDING BENDS CARRIES HARVEST WASP MOTH FLY SWALLOW 
3SWALLOWS DART DAMSELFLY DRAGONFLY WATERBUG OAR 
SKIMS GNATS SWARM HOVER DIP SURFACE OF THE POND 
LILIES WAVES CRASH THE BEACH PEBBLES OR GROUND 
CORAL AND SOFT SHELLS REEF A RING BY THE ISLAND 
LAGOON BAY ARMS ANGELFISH BASS FEEDING BRIGHT 
COLORS GREEN ELECTRIC BLUE YELLOW STRIPED BLACK 
AND WHITE A LANDSCAPE OF SCHOOLS FICUS CLING TO 
THE ROCKS THE ASPHALT ROAD UNDERFOOT HOT THE SKY 
HOT CARRYING BEACH THINGS TOWELS FLIPPERS DRINKS 
LUGGING THEM UPWARDS PAST THE TOURISTS AT HANAUMA 
PARROTS FOR SALE FOR PHOTOGRAPHS DESCRIPTION OF 
HERE AND THERE LANDSCAPES LIKE BARREN MOONLIKE 
PILES OF STONES RUBBLE UNDER SNOW MOUNTAINS IN 
SUMMER WITH ITS DISTRACTIONS LIKE DAMSELFLIES 
CLINGING BLUE TO THE MARSH GRASSES LILLYPADS LEAVES 
UNDERWATER ROTTING EVERYTHING CUT-OUT CLEARLY 
LIKE MATISSE OR SYMBOLIC ILLUSIONS ILLUSTRATIONS 
MEDALLIONS SOME IS MINE SOME IS STOLEN SUFFERING 
4GLOBE OF LIQUID FIRE IS STOLEN A CASUAL BLOTTED 
MIST INVERTED WITH TECHNIQUE THUNDERSTORM LIGHTING 
FLASH GET ANYTHING YOU WANT BOUGAINVILLEA SLOPE 
PARCHED YELLOW LAWNS THIRSTY RASPBERRIES SNAP BEANS 
FRENCH HARICOTS ARTICHOKES A HARBOR OF LIGHT ORANGE 
AND GREEN AQUA AND PEACH STRANGELY COHABITING 
WITHOUT RANCOR A WISE LOVELINESS A HALF-SMILE A 
TANKA DECORATING LIKE AN INDIAN BEDSPREAD THE BED 
WHITEWASHED WALL CROPPED HAIR ROBE BOOK AND MESSY 
PAPERS DARK SKY AT NOON FIELD PRAYER FLAGS OK 
LANDSCAPES ARE INHABITED INTERIOR ROOM SPIDERWEBS 
AND SPIDERS DEAD INSECTS CLUSTERED LOOK AT THE 
NEW SCREENS OPEN HALF-OPEN SLIDE CHAIR PARTICULAR 
WOODEN CHAIR BEAM GLASS MARRIAGE SEXUAL IMAGINATION 
KISS SUCK DIVINE SEEK INTO YOU VIBRATE THE TONGUE 
LIKE A SONG INTIMATE ABSTRACTION CARESS SUCKLE THE 
MOON BREASTS MOONLIGHT WHITE SHEET FOLLOW THE LINE 
OF YOUR ASS YOUR BREATH AS IT CROSSES MY BELLY BITE 
5WRESTLES YELLS CRIES THE RUMPLED BED THE HOT BED 
TOO HOT TO TOUCH AS SHE SLEEPS I LIE AWAKE IN 
THE DARK OR THE LIGHT OF THE NEIGHBOR’S LISTENING 
TO THEIR SOUNDS OH UNIVERSE OH WHATEVER YOU ARE 
THAT I AM NOT ALLOWED TO HAVE PURIFY ME MAKE ME 
DILIGENT AND SINCERE IRONY BECOMES A PRAYING MANTIS 
A LADYBUG AN APHID A HORNWORM DO NOT DISCARD 
FROM THE DECK YESTERDAY YEARS AGO THERE WAS 
A TIME I REMEMBER A TIME ONCE DAYS FROM NOW 
INTERLUDES MUSICAL OR OTHERWISE SEGUE TEMPO DRUM 
GAMELAN ORDINARY MUSICS SALSA SAMBA SONG DUNES 
INHUMAN SCRUB OAK PINE BEECH LOFTY LOW OLD LEAVES 
FOOTPRINTS ALONE ARE BEAUTIFUL ONCE YOUNG ANKLE SKY 
YOU DARN DARK AND LIGHT CHERRIES NECTARINES PEACH 
PIT FLESH BITE JUICE ORBITAL CELESTIAL OUT OF A 
THOUSAND THOUGHTS ONE WORD LONG GAZING PODS POTS 
SEWING SCRAPS OF FABRIC INTO A QUILT FOR A FRIEND 
THE STUFF OF DAILY LIFE KITCHEN TABLE HOW WILL 
6THIS BE USED MONASTERY LIGHTED WINDOWS THE NIGHT 
BEACH VIOLET BOULDERS LIONS FRIEZE SNAKE CHORTEN 
HILL WALL VALLEY RIVER MICROSCOPE SCANNING CHITIN 
COMPOUND EYE UNDER A HIDDEN WORLD REVEALED A 
HUMAN EGG PALE PINK CHROMOSOME SPERM SEPARATE 
DIAMETER SPLITTING REFLEX STAINED AXON NERVOUS 
INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT SINGLE CELL BODY ILLUSTRATED 
PAIN PERCEPTION OPIATE HOUSES MUSCLE THREE KINKS 
BANDING AUTOMATIC SKELETAL RHYTHM NUCLEI FIBERS 
THIN THREADS LENGTH SPINDLE THREE KINDS SHAFT BONE 
FORMS GRISTLE CARTILAGE DISCS JOLTING SCAFFOLDING 
ORGANIC KIDNEY BROWN GRANULES FAITH DESIRE HUMAN 
QUALITIES REMOVED STRESS CHANNELS NERVES CANAL HOLE 
ACTIVE APHIDS PLANT LICE SUGARY STEM DRINKING WILD 
DIE TUBES WAX PHEROMONES LATERAL ANTENNAE SEGMENTED 
CREATURE VARIETY CHEWING CUTTING AIR AND LIGHT 
PROTOZOA DIATOMS WHIP PARASITE ABUNDANCE SOIL CILIA 
POND WATER DOGS STALE SNAILS STREAMS RIVERS LARVAE 
7INFECT FRESHWATER THOUSANDS OF MEAL TRAVEL THE 
RIGHT SIDE OF THE HEART WHITE BUTTERFLY CEMENTS 
EMERGED AND DEPARTED FREED FINE SILK LIFELINE BACK 
TRUE WAXY LEAF LAYER NASTURTIUM MOUND SCORPIONS 
FLOWERS FLUID DOMESTIC COMMON BUTTERCUP ROOT HAIRS 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS SURFACE RAPIDLY RAW IDEALIZED SCENT 
COLOR BEWILDERING DIVERSITY MANY RECEPTIVE FEMALE 
STALK COSMOS POLLEN GRAINS EDGE TINY FLORAL 
WILD POLLINATING HERMAPHRODITE INHIBIT VISIBLE 
SCULPTURED DETAIL ARCHAEOLOGICAL PASSIONFLOWER 
PASSION FURROWS NAKED BURSTING BOUNDARIES COLLIDED 
WEPT VAST SOOT WAVES SLIP STUDIED SPLIT WENT MAGMA 
TWINNING CLOSELY-SPACED IMPURITY IRON STEEL OIL 
ION SOLID WEIGHT CERAMIC CORROSION SPUR CONTROL 
REPLACE CLAY SAND BEAUTY AND DETAIL NEST CUT 
FLUORESCE ILLUMINATE ILLUMINATION FIELD DARK FIELD 
POSITION ATOMS LAKE MADDER VERMILION ALIZARIN 
YELLOW PIN JAZZ AND DELICATE MOONSTRUCK SEAMLESS 
8HEIGHT REPRIEVE VERMEER AFFAIRS OF THE SOUL RICH 
SUN SMELL OF LAMENT MURMURED CATARACT COOL WATER 
CLOTHE CALAMITY UNSTEADY RISE FALL OPEN LONG AGO 
BLOOMED LILAC MOMENTS SHADOWLESS TANNING SWATCHES 
COUNTRYSIDE SHOWER STEAM AFTERLIFE DIVE CASTS 
MUFFLE WASH LONELINESS JOURNEY MILK SOUND OF AN 
OPENING MOLLUSK KEEPING STILL AS WHEN PROMISES 
FAIL WHEN AS WE AS LIKE NUT CALMLY CALMING MILES 
OF HUMAN LIGHT COFFEE-COLORED WHITE TEETH HEALING 
WIDOWS BRAID SKY EROTIC MARRIAGE MARRY MARRIED 
WIVES WONDERFUL SWINGING MOON BRAIDING MILES OF 
HAIR LUXURIOUS AND CURLY WASHING THE LAPSE EASILY 
FAT SAFFRON PRAYED CALLED BREATHED WAS TAKEN INTO 
THE MOOD OR THE IDEA A LINE OF INTENTION AND SNAKES 
DAZZLE THE FLESH NEAR THE HEART WHICH HAS A TAIL AND 
SIGHS SHYLY COSMIC AND AIRY RISEN TO WONDER AND A 
CITY OF DESIRE A CITY OF PLUMES WHERE WHALES FROLIC 
IN THE BREATH OF MECHANICAL CONSTELLATIONS SIENNA 
9OCHRE UMBER TERRA VERDE UNDERSIDE OF HANDS BURDENED 
UNLEASHED CHRYSALIS OVERUSED MUD OF THE EVERYDAY 
ONIONS STEAMING CUSHIONS VOICE SPOKEN FELL LOOMED 
DEAF BUT NOT SILENT NOISY PURE HAMMOCKS BRIDGES 
FRIENDS CHARM AS FILLING GIVING BURY WALKED WATER 
LILY RAY PIGEON SPARROW HOUSE FINCH BONE PELVIC 
GERANIUMS PETUNIAS SNAPDRAGON ARCANE MEADOW BOWL 
ANGER RESISTANCE APARTHEID ORCHID FILLED WITH 
DREAD ASSAULT WITH NEWS WORKED BELIEVED FRONTAL 
PLATFORM SERIOUS AND TRADITIONAL DESTINY GUIDE 
TAUGHT VULNERABLE MINIMAL WATCH MAKE ENOUGH WET 
COLD CHILLED JUNGLE RAIN FOREST LEPER COLONY 
PANORAMA SENT WASTE IMPRISON BARE BORN HOLY FIRM 
BEDROCK TORN TEAR RENT BEGIN AGAIN RETURN PROHIBIT 
PRESENCE EVIL TESTIMONY HIDDEN STEAL CONSTRICT 
SURROUNDED UMBILICUS CHORD CORD TAIL OF A KITE 
ABOVE FRAGRANCE GIRLS KNOWS CHILDHOOD TRAP BAITED 
CHEW ACCIDENT LUFF MELON MISTRAL MOORED MOURNED 
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PALM MUST IMPERATIVE IMPERVIOUS LOOM NOON MIDNIGHT 
SANDSTONE SISTER POPPY RESIN PETAL MOSS LOCUST 
CICADA PEEPER FROG JUNEBUG JAPANESE BEETLE DRESS 
SHIRT HAT ALTAR CRAZY GIRL WOMAN DAYLIGHT SAILING 
COMB DRY HONEYSUCKLE LAVENDER LAP BOW ICON GLARE 
GUST WIND BEADS OBEY THUNDER ERASE ANIMALS OF 
MISERY YOUNG IMPOSSIBLE TOMATOES ARGUMENTS SECRET 
LOVED LAID HILLS CITRUS SKIN BIRD NIPPLE BODY 
OUTLINED BRA THIGHS FRESCO TRANSPARENT PAINT BRUSH 
BACK STONE PEBBLES PEOPLE WHEN YOU WHEN I WHEREAS 
WHERE WHAT OFTEN I YOU THOUGHT ISOLATED IMPURE 
AUSTERE CADENCE PHRASE GENEROUS DRIVE DRIVING 
ELOQUENT TASSELS STAIRS EAR NATURAL HISTORY SEVERE 
DEMAND SUMPTUOUS CENTURY NEW BARE BY THE WAYSIDE 
SHE THOUGHT ABOUT IT VARIOUS PREOCCUPATIONS WHY SO 
SLOW DIFFICULT CONCENTRATION BETWEEN ABOVE UNDER 
MOVE SHAKE DANCE AROUND HER NECK A LEI PLUMERIA 
MAILI GREEN LEAFED THUNDER OF THE LAVA FLOWS 
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SACRED FLOWING CHANNELED WANTED LAMB LAY LADLING 
LAME DARING APOCALYPSE LANGUID NORTHERN SOUTHWARDS 
EASTERN WEST OVERFLOW PALE PALLET OF STARS CAPTURE 
CAPTIVE CAPTIVATE SEIZE CROUCHED FLUNG FOLDING 
RUMINATE WHISPERS LEAPS PACT LAUNCHING HOPE HORIZON 
PESTLE WINNOW CHAFF POSTPONE DEPARTURE SAFE SAFETY 
MAKE MAKING PROTECT SACRAMENT SACRUM SACK SADIST 
THROUGH BY TABOO TATTOO VACANT TOCCATA BEG BEDOUIN 
TEND CAMEL SAND TENT AROMATIC EVENING HARBORED 
WALK NEED YOUTHFUL STRONG SKIN GROWING DEVELOPS 
WITNESS DISCOVER UNCOVER TO BE BE ARE AM WAS WERE 
LEAN CALL FOUND ROAMED DREW LAID SPEAK EMBRACES 
RENDERING MAINTAIN RENEW LEAD EXTEND FEEL FELT 
LENGTH LIFETIME IN VAIN INNOCENCE MATTER EMOTION 
SAYING WILL WILL BREAD ON FOOT LOSE LINGER PITCH 
STUDY SENSATION WHITEWASH VIGOR CONFUSE BLEND HELP 
AID FLEX BREEZE BRUISED VIOLET VIRTUE ALIEN GLOVE 
EMPTY INSTINCTIVE IMPRINT WHERE WE BREATHE SOLEMN 
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TWILIGHT ALL WILL BE TAKEN BEGINS INHALES ECLIPSES 
A CRUTCH CLUTCHED FALL STABS VOMITS MIASMA RESOLVES 
STARES MERCURIAL WEAPONS BOWL OF STONE HUGE BALCONY 
STAND LIFTED AMAZED CAST KNOW VESSELS BOWLS AMPHORA 
OF SOUND OBSERVE SQUINT TRAMPLE FERN WAIT CONCEAL 
CLEARING NEXT LAST RUSTLE FISTS WELL PREDATORY 
DISTANT SMELLS IN THE CATHEDRAL CAVE WHERE I SAT OR 
LISTENED UPWARD AND THE STAINED GLASS GLOW LET LIKE 
A LADDER SPACE KEEPS FOR ITSELF A SPEED CLOUDED 
WITH ARCHES COMPOSING A DILUTED WIND SECRETING RIBS 
OF WANTING AS IF THERE WAS ONLY ONE LUNAR WORD 
CONDENSED POISONOUS SCIENTIFIC A WAY OF POSSESSING 
LOST ANIMALS WITH MIRRORS OR OURSELVES DEEP YOUNG 
SPRINGS ANGER BIRTH GIVE BIRTH MISTAKES FEEL COOL 
THE MOON IN MY MOUTH YOUR FOREHEAD THE HEAT RAIN 
THUNDER IT RAINS FALLS SOFTENS COOLS INVIGORATES 
HOW MANY LONG WAYS WRITTEN PERSON GOLDENROD PERMIT 
SEPARATE IN ACCEPT BITING LIVE TO RETURN SAVE 
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PRETEND STRIPPERS ARE SELF-ABSORBED AROUND ME 
AROUND SEX AND LOVE LABOR WASTING WRONG DUTIFUL 
THOUGHTS SHALL I MILD MILK OF POSSIBILITY BIRTHING 
REPELLING AGAIN WHAT LANGUAGE DO WE USE TO FEED 
THE BOWL THERE WAS A WORD I WANTED TO STEAL GECKO 
BLUE PALM SWAYS SLITHERS WRIGGLE CAUGHT SURRENDER 
YOU LOTS OF YOUS YOU NIPPLE VAGINA CLITORIS LIKE 
A FLORAL TERM CALYX PISTIL RIPE FIGS SEXUAL VERBS 
OPEN COME EAT LICK TOUCH EXPLORE FINGER FUCK 
MASTURBATE ARCH LIFT BELLY MOUTH TONGUE CIRCLE 
BITE DESIRE WANTED FOLLOWED THE CLIT SOUTH ANUS 
ALL AROMATIC FIG GEOGRAPHICAL LAKES HIGH ALTITUDE 
BOAT PIROGUE CORACLE SHIKARA CANOE RIVER SHORE BANK 
SAND DEVELOPS SURPASS SURPRISE OPPRESS HALCYON VIAL 
STELLAR WAIT DESIRE LONG AFTERNOONS DAWN DUSKY PLUM 
PLEATED LANGUID MIGRATION A LONG TIME AGO ASTRAL 
KEEL NAVIGATION BY WAVE FRONTS BY FLOTSAM SWELLS 
LIGHT OIL MOSS MOON FLYING FISH TARO PIGS 
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GROUNDING BUNDLED PALM AND BANANA BREADFRUIT WHEN 
WE GO WE BRING AWESOME BLOSSOMING AIDS DEATH 
SORROWING AS FOR ARNE IN THE OPEN AIR AMPHITHEATER 
SOARING DRAGONFLIES AND ELEGIES ANGRY WEEPING AND 
ACCUSATIONS SITTING SHIVAH WIDOWED EXHAUSTED LIGHT-
HEADED IN GOOD FAITH NOURISH WITHHOLD DISCIPLINE 
CHAGRIN INFANT CHILD ADAPTS CRAWLS TASTES LEARNS 
FEARS EXPRESS PRESS WILL LUMINOUS UNSHACKLED 
MORNING DIRECT NOON BURN BLISTERING BRINE WILD PEAR 
LUFF OVER THE BED SHIRT SARONG AWAKEN EAT BRUSH 
OPEN LOOK RISE THINK DREAM GO DOWN TO THE SHORE 
SIMPLE AND ALONE SUFFICIENT AS THE OCEAN MURMURING 
FEET TERNS WATCH KAPU TABOO FORBID ENTER SACRED 
LAND PETROGLYPH BURIAL UNEARTH TURN OVER VOLCANOS 
DUST OLD GODS ISLAND AND ISOLATED ANCESTORS CLING 
LIVE INVISIBLE AS SOUND SOUL CHOOSES SITS IN THE 
BODY CHAPEL CATHEDRAL WORSHIP SING CHANT LISTEN 
SCUFFLE THE FEET ON STONES ECHOING BURN PAPER MONEY 
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SMOKE SPIRALS UP FEEDS ATTRACTS HARMONIZE SPIRITS 
NEED MUSIC BUT NOT OURS BROKEN EMOTIONAL WELLING 
UP RECEDING PSALTER PLEIADES ORION EVENING STAR 
CONSTELLATE A CHAPTER OF EMOTIONS FRAGMENT UNTIE 
UNDO AT THE END UNRAVEL WEAVING WEFT WARP SHUTTLE 
THROW BEAT HEDDLES THREAD SLEY REED A MUSIC PLAYED 
ON US INSTRUMENTS SHELL PEBBLE MUTE IMMOBILE STONES 
REST DO NOTHING UNMOVING ELECTRONS STATIC UNDANCED 
UNTIL ENTROPY DECONSTRUCTS THE UNCREATED UNIVERSE 
AND A BREATH RETURNS US SHE SHE HER HER YOU YOUR 
HAIR BREATH ASS TOUCH BREASTS KISSES BLISSES INCEST 
A SURVIVOR BEATEN IN THE HEART OR MY OWN GO-GO 
DANCER NAKED AND IMPOVERISHED IN FRONT OF THE 
FACES OF HATRED I CLAIM SURVIVAL WEALTH FORGETTING 
BITTEN NAILS BIRDSFEET A CUT ON THE ARM DANCE CRY 
THE BITTER SOLITUDE FORGE AN ATLAS OF STEEL BLUE 
MAP STEAL EAT KNIFE STAB BARTER LOOK HARD ON THE 
STREET WINOS AND HOMELESS BY THEIR FIRES VULNERABLE 
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PROTECT FORGIVE BLESS ENCOMPASS WORK AS A MAID 
WINDOWCLEANER WHORE DON’T BLUNT YOUR BLADE SLICE 
BLOW TIGER RAKE SNAKE CRANE MONKEY STICK BRUISE CUT 
OPEN THE GUILT PEEL SHAME BACK HOLY SHE SAYS THE 
THIEF OF LANGUAGE PICKPOCKET DIRTY CITY OF SMELLS 
ODOR URINE SOAKED STREETS SOOT BUILDINGS WALK SMELL 
PENETRATED SUCKED DEHUMANIZED TO ABUSE TO WATCH TO 
INSERT A SEXUAL INNUENDO IN A VIRGIN EAR A PARABLE 
OF THE EARTH FLESH BONES CHAFING THE IMPERFECTIONS 
THE BADNESS AND GRIEF PREMONITION OF SORROW REPEAT 
THE DESIRE SEIZE SPUTTER FLAP WRIGGLE CONVULSE 
ABRADING PERVERT MIDNIGHT AUREOLE NIMBUS SPIRAL 
SUPINE LIT BENT UPENDED BRIGHT PIERCED AWNING 
LONELY SURF UNSNARLED FROM THE BITTER SAND PLUMMET 
RESONATED VIBRANT POLITICS OF SONG RESIN AMBER 
SIENNA CHARCOAL SLOW FIRE BLACK DOVE INK HABIT 
COZENING QUICKENED NUN BRAILLE WHEEL TABLE CHAIR 
BOAT APPLE BED I DESIRE THE UNDERSIDE OF LEAVES 
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SILVER THROATED SPARROWS ARCHING BOUGHS MOSS 
SMALL REMINDERS MOONSNAILS & PEBBLES SKELETONS 
HIGH TENSION WIRES THE TRUTH OF EXPERIENCE NAPPY 
FEATHERED LINOLEUM COUNTERTOPS BATHROOMS PIZZA 
EYESHADOW DATE READ RED METAPHOR LAST MINUTE 
ENCOUNTER HICKEY TONGUE IN THE EAR GOLD WALLPAPER 
PLASTIC ELEPHANT CAMEL PELICAN SCRAWNY ELBOW OPEN 
THROATED SKIP RUN WALLOW ROLL HIDE WAIT SUSPECT 
FEAR THINK WATCH ENVY HATE PITY GUILT FAITH CHARITY 
HOPE TEMPERANCE BANDAGED PETAL HELL LIMP PASSAGE 
A BILLION BOYS IRIDESCENT FOOL WOUNDED COMPATRIOT 
DEAD HOMOSEXUAL AUDIENCE LISTEN ABANDON KEEP INVITE 
TAKEN FORCE SKEW DROWN IN DEMONS ADRIFT ON HOOVES 
BLACK MOON BURN CHASTEN YEAST MANURE LEFT SOOTHE 
BLUNDER CURRY GROPE HOIST SALT SNOW VERTEBRAE BUDS 
SPINE CHANCE SHATTERED BASKETS WOMAN PIPE RAPTURE 
COMMANDMENT SERPENT GRAVITY SUNDERED SULLEN SULLIED 
BLOWSY GRACE THE LOSS OF THE ARMS OF IMAGINE 
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TO THE PLACE OF RICE PADDIES BARE-BREASTED GIRLS 
TERRACED HILLS EMERALD VERDANT PALM TREE MANGO 
FINGERS DELIGHT LAY ARTICULATE FORBIDDEN SUMMER 
INTO WINTER THE TROPICAL COUNTERPART EQUATOR TO 
EQUATE WAIT CONTEMPLATE LISTEN REMEMBER COLLECT THE 
TRANQUIL ECSTASY OF FISH BIRDS CORAL AND LAGOONS 
CHALICE OF LIGHT VIOLENT AND VIVID FORTHRIGHT 
AFFLICTION AND SAFETY A POETRY OF NOUNS A POETRY 
OF ADJECTIVES A POETRY OF VERBS MOUNTAIN VALLEY 
LAKE LINGER SMOOTH FACED SELLERS BOYS GIRLS PRAYER 
FLAGS TEMPLE SCARVES MINARET BREATH DARKNESS INDIAN 
FETTERED PLUNDERED CHARITABLE HUSH LILY SLEEP AND 
BITTER INCANDESCENCE OF HUMILITY SIMPLE TRIBE KEY 
MANACLE CHORUS PATH KIMONO SILK WEIRD TASK HARP 
LUCENT BEREFT FORAGE ENTRUST PARIAH ANOINTED LEARN 
GO WEARY POLISH OCCUPIED ASH TURTLE PRIESTESS 
UNDERBELLY POLE BOILING WING BLACK CHINESE KOREAN 
INDIAN GREEK ALIEN HUBRIS TOOTH YANGTZE AMAZON NILE 
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GANGA PRAISE PERFECT DIAMOND CUTTER COMBING JUGGLE 
TANGLE DARE DIVIDE WEAVE ALLIGATOR BONES FOSSIL 
WEED TREE FERN PAPAYA WISTFUL PRESS TELL CHASTE 
CLEANING REASONS BEG CARVE SURVIVE GROWING BAMBOO 
DAYLIGHT COWS BROAD HEAVEN DAYDREAM NEEDLE GRAVE 
CUP SUTRA FAMINE RIOT GRASS RAMPANT SEX IN THIS 
WORK THINGS WORLD SKULLCAP ROAR TEA BLIND DEAF 
SENSORY MARBLE LIT LABYRINTH FAILURE BLACKBIRD 
LEOPARD COMMERCE DAWN TENDER SECRET DUSTY SKEW 
PAPER HIP MOUNT DISMOUNT SHOULDER DRENCH CLIP 
BURDEN CARRY BEAR WHEELING SKIN MANGY SOLES LADDER 
LEAF MOLD BASS SOPRANO SOUND CHEW STALE EGG BULLET 
PEE TURNING WHISTLING GREEN PADDIES DIPPER MANDI 
WATER COLD BALINESE DOGS FLICK HAND TILE BAMBOO 
ALOOF SERENE HINDU FORMAL CULTIVATE SNAKE FLYING 
ANT GRUB LEGONG ANGLE HUNT DANCE FLUTTER SHRINE 
INTERPRET COMMUNAL PYRE SARONG KNIFE BOW OFFER PULSE 
CHAPEL HUMBLE ABANDONED DOMESTICATED HOUSE MOUNTAIN 
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SEA DAWN DARKEN SLEEP TENDER ACHE UNTROUBLED 
CEREMONIAL PROCESSION GIVE EAT WALK ENTER LEAVE 
REACH ABANDON WANT FOLLOW TROUBLE BIND LOOSEN THE 
CHILD CREMATE ALLOW AUSTERE VINEGAR WINE REPOSE 
LUCID LINGER MONKEY SCREECH FOREST WET HOT HUMID 
RAIN ENDLESS CLOUD BOWING OPPOSITE DANGER WORSHIP 
BITTER DOVES THORN PAVILION THATCH OPEN LIMBER 
SUPPLE KNIFE PILLOW SHEET ENTRAIL EMPTY SUCKED 
BECOME VACUUM DEPART FOR THE SKY FIELDS WEEPING 
RELIEVE HALLOWED UNCERTAINTY FINISH GLOW RADIATES 
WHITE EVENING WEED TEND PLANTING TENDER BUNCHES 
FLOODED VOLCANIC CARRION ROT DRIFTING FLOW GRIND 
THRESH TAMP PERISHING RING PATIENCE EMPTINESS TORN 
FRANTIC FIND TALL GRASSES HAMMERED PISS CHINK PIN 
MUSIC VESSEL BOAT SHALLOW SPLIT HYPNOTIC DAGGER 
SOUND ORAL FILTER DRESS ROOM BED HOTEL PLANE GO 
PREHENSILE NOMADIC FRAME HOOP NOISE SAT URINE DUNG 
MENSTRUAL GLOBE RUTH STONE WALL CHADOR VEIL HIDE 
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COVER STOLEN SOMETIMES IT IS NOT USEFUL POSTURE 
COMPRESS POULTICE IGNORED EATEN MANTLE MANDIBLE 
DRAGON GOAT TURTLE CHILD CONFISCATE ABANDON TOUCH 
WHISTLE SORROW LAST LOST LINGER SUFFER IGNITE 
SIGNAL WAIT WANDER TALK OF PERSUADE PERSEVERE 
PUSH POLLINATE SILENT EMPTY QUIET WHITE OPEN 
VOID BASTE SLIP STITCH WASTE WILLOW WALLOW BLUR 
COMMENSURATE FERRY VILLAGE PROSTITUTE EARTH WIND 
FIRE GLINT BIRD UNCONSCIOUS COMPOSED OCCUPY ARM AIR 
FETTER RESUSCITATED PRACTICE TORN JOIN CORD SLEEVE 
TRAVELER MISSION SPEECHLESS TISSUE OF DAYS SUMMER 
ELONGATED AND WATERY LANGUID AND SORROWFUL BARBED 
SOLITARY FOUGHT SOUGHT YELLOW AND CREAM SOFTEN 
ANIMAL HIDES PEEL COMPLETE BLACK IMPRINT HERON 
LURE DIZZY WATER REFLECTED VIOLIN WAVE SUBTERRANEAN 
AMOROUS COMB DAGGER JOY RADAR TECHNICAL CIRCUITS 
QUIVER LAMENT MYTH DREAM TOKEN SWEETEN POINT DISCORD 
SLENDER PIPES UNSPOKEN ORIOLE HUMMINGBIRD UNLIKELY 
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KITCHEN GARDEN ACTUAL SURPRISE GHOST FOG BRIGHT 
EVENINGS MAGMA CRAFT TRUNK EYE INERTIA GRAVITY 
FURROW PLANT DIG UNCOVER LOAM HUMUS DIRT ROOTING 
BURROW WEEDY UPRIGHT COST HAZE DUST PERIODIC 
WITHOUT GUT YELLOWISH SMELL WIDE HEAT LIMP BEGGAR 
BEETELNUT BEETLE LIZARD WARBLER SNIFF SHOWER PARTY 
DINNER APERTURE FIBER BLESSED TRANSPARENT FALL 
LILY LOVER LIGHT LENS SUNDIAL FED UNCEREMONIOUS 
BRINE MISTAKEN LEAD BEESWAX BOATS FAN KNEELING EASY 
JETTISON RESIDUE LILAC DART HUM SOLUTION FALL SWIM 
LAZY PUNGENT DROSS IMPREGNATE ARCHITECTURE KNEADED 
KOREAN PERFUME GRASSES ANEMONE DISSOLVE ROLL 
REVOLVE HARMONIOUS ADDICTION TEETH TRIBAL OVERFED 
LEMON INALIENABLE SERENADE EQUINOX PROPHETIC IDLE 
CUSTOM EATEN TEMPO GAP CYCLE PLETHORA FONDLE 
CROWD PIT LATTICE SCRIPTURE HEXAGONAL POLYPHONIC 
CHANT MONASTIC COLONNADE MAGNET RADIANT LIQUID WHO 
SUNFLOWER GLASS MANDATE WASH CLEAN SCRUB SHAMPOO 
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DRESS PREEN TABOO ORGAN THICKEN WAIT ANGEL AIRFIELD 
PROCESSION UNRULY ATMOSPHERE ZONE SAFE SPUME SEA-
WRACK RUBBLE PROD SHARD HORSESHOE CRAB EGG CASE 
SEAWEED JELLYFISH IMPENETRABLE TROWEL SPIRIT THICK 
OFFERING FLOWER FOOD INCENSE OBJECT JUJUBE JUMP 
JEALOUS JULIENNE GORGEOUS GORGE GORE GORY GONE 
GALLOP GOLD DISPLAY OF MATING CREATURES CRATERS 
SAND TENACIOUS LICHENS VOLCANIC ASH COMPASS GRASS 
COMPLACENT SURF ALMOND SEED THUNDER BLOOD NAVEL 
WASTING POROUS COMPLICIT REMAINDER FLOOD FLOE URN 
BROOCH UNAPPEASABLE RASP GOADED STRADDLE CLOTH 
RIDDLE TOY FOLLOW SWALLOW KNEELED KNIFED ALABASTER 
CLATTER SPINE MUSIC SUMMER SWALLOW SWIFT REFLECTION 
DIP SKIM IMMERSE BAPTIZE WATERLILY FROND LEAF HIDE 
SURFACING SURFACE TENSION WORK REED MOLT PUPIL 
CLOUD SHEDDING SLOUGH SNAKESKIN SALAMANDER POISE 
LYMPH NYMPH HEATING WARM CARAPACE SIFT CHAIR TABLE 
LAMP FLOOR ROOM WINDOW AVENUE WANDER HURRY LINGER 
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LEAVE LONELY SEASIDE SIMPLIFIED WAVE BREAST JOY 
HANDS FABRIC FOLIATE DISSOLUTION MESSAGE DEPART 
ESSENCE CENTER DIVINE CAPACITY CRIPPLED TREE VALLEY 
SOJOURN TRUTH STARK PLOW GIFT DECO STONE VIOLENT 
RIGHT APPLAUSE AGE BELOVED CITIZEN CLOCK CHARM DUST 
OVER OVERWROUGHT OVERNIGHT GUEST GUST TASTE WINDOW 
MUZZLE THICKNESS PIGMENT EAVES INTERIOR TERRACE 
PLEIN-AIR INTIMATE PEACE STRIDENT STRIDE LIGHT-
YEAR SHADOW AREA FIGURE PLACING SERVE JUG LUTE 
CROCKERY CAST BETWEEN TABLE DEVICE THEME LOAVES 
STRINGED BARELY DISTINGUISH DESTROYED LETTER WHITE 
RIBBONS GAZE ASTRONOMER GEOGRAPHER GLOBE COMPASS 
PUPIL MOTIF READING RECEIVING WASHING DISCOVERY OF 
SUNLIGHT AIRLESS SURFACE POCKED BILLOWING FREEZES 
TERRESTRIAL PLASMA DEFINE TECTONIC STAR-STUFF SOLAR 
WIND DEBRIS SOLVE PREDICT DARK MATTER PITCH SWEET 
RECEDE EXPAND CRAZED RAGS SQUALL TROLLING CRUSTY 
DIZZY REFUGE PATINA DESICCATED BRACELET IDEOGRAM 
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GLYPH WEB PAPER ALLUDED TO LONG-HANDLED CALLED 
FOUND CIRCLING GONE MEET CARRY REPOSE ENTER DEAFEN 
WARN GRIEVE DRINK COMMIT TOPPLE SELL BULB DRY 
MODEST GRAIN RISES WILT PLUNGING WAIT WELL GUT 
ARCHITECTURE TEACH FRONTIER PLEASURE RUIN PREDICT 
HYPOTHESIS PLANETS CENTER MILLENNIA FLOURISH MOTION 
SPHERES COMET EDGES POSSES HOLD PREPARE DRAFT FILM 
MANTLE MELT BASALT GRANITE MAGMA MANTLE SEAFLOOR 
TECHNICIAN PRESSURE ZONE DYNAMIC SURVIVE EMERGE 
DROP COOL CHART VELOCITY DENSITY GRAM SPECTRAL 
LINES UNSOLVED GAS ACCELERATE LEAVING LAVE LOWING 
ROUGH DEBT LAKE MOUNTAIN POPLAR BOAT SAMOVAR TEA 
TEAT CARPET FLOORBOARDS SLEEP WAKE PACE RAIL MANGO 
BOY VERMEER EPIC STILLNESS HIGH WAISTED DRESSES 
GRANITE TUB STEAM NUDES CHILD MOTHER BLACK HAIR 
SCRUB ELBOW KNEE THIGH ARM TILE FLOOR PLASTIC 
BASIN TUMULUS TOMB FLYING HORSE GOLD MUSEUM TEMPLE 
STONE PAINTED WOOD TREES PINE CHERRY AZALEA NOODLES 
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STEAMING PIG’S HEAD SPINACH SESAME GARLIC KIMCHEE 
KUKSU COFFEESHOP BOOTH THANKYOU GREY NUN SHAVED 
HEAD SPRING RAIN SPRING GREEN PINK RED YELLOW ONDOL 
WARM FLOOR TILES DRIED SQUID FACE MASK CITY CARS 
BUS TWO WEEKS HOSTEL BATH HOUSE MOUND CHILDREN 
PLAYING COLD WATER HOT WATER SPRAY SPLASH CLEAN 
WASH PUBIC HAIR HOUR SHOWER SPLASH GREEN COFFEE 
SNACK KIMCHEE JARS TILED ROOFS PASSAGEWAYS ALLEYS 
GREENHOUSES GARLIC ONION RIVER PEBBLES DRY FARM 
ORCHARD PEAR APPLE GRAPE RED CHEEKED LADIES WOMEN 
GINSENG ROOTS FISH SLABS FISH STEW SQUID OCTOPUS 
PILES ICE BOLTS SILK LEGENDS SCHOOLCHILDREN WALKING 
SIT DREAM WAIT WALK PACE TRAVEL GO SATURATE INFUSE 
FINGER STARE EAT ENGLISH PASTRIES SOFT SERVE ICE 
CREAM EUROPEAN CLOTHES CHANEL BENETTON MARGARET 
ATWOOD PUZZLES TANGERINES CHESTNUTS SLEEP WANDER 
TOUCH PHOTOGRAPHS GRASS GROUND UNCOVER VISIBLE 
PACKAGES SELL CALL WAVE SMILE MIST DRIZZLE CHILL 
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SWEATSHIRT MAZE SHOPS MARKET BREAKFAST RICE NOODLES 
BRAZIER LOCKER UNDRESS DRESS CARRY BABY UNDER 
CLOTHES CARAMBOLA CALAMONDIN KUMQUAT STAR-APPLE 
CUSTARD APPLE FEVER SCANTLINGS ARM CHERRY FARM RAIN 
WALK SLEPT SEATED ROCK POND WATER TREE PINE FLOWER 
HANDS MOUTH BACK LEGS ROOTS LEAF GREEN RED YELLOW 
ORANGE FRUIT APPLE PEAR PLUM PEACH GRAPES BOWL CLAY 
FIRE TEA SIP BLOW FLEW BIRD INSECT ANIMAL FOOT 
TOE FINGER TEETH WATCH LOOK FIND RAN FELL HUNT 
DRAW CAVE HUT MOUNTAIN BED PILLOW DUNE LIE SPEAK 
COLLECT HARVEST FORGE GLASS IRON MELT TIME SUN MOON 
DAY NIGHT BLACK WHITE GRAY SMELL PERFUME SHIT SWIM 
OCEAN RIVER STREAM BODY LAP JUMP POND SOUND BEACH 
RUBBLE CLOUD STORM HURRICANE FORCE WINDS SLEEPING 
SHIRT WINDOW EDEN SUMMER WINTER FALL SPRING WENT 
HURRIED WATERED SAW LOST MIGRATED MOONED SHONE 
SHADOW SUN FERN VINE BENCH FLAGSTONE STEP GATE 
ENTER PEDESTAL URN CHAIR GREW BLOOMED CANDLE 
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LAMP GLASS CAGE RUG TEA CUP BATHED RESTED WASH 
PLATE BROOM IRIS WISTERIA DAYLILY SEED GRASSES 
TRELLIS BROWNED RAFTER LEAD VIEW ROOF AGED WHEAT 
BOUND BROUGHT HAND TOUCHED SOFTENED FINGERED GLAZE 
HYACINTH MOLD CUT REPEL FROG LANTERN PAPER WIRE 
GRANITE MARBLE ROOT BRANCH COLORED MOVED TURNED 
GARDEN ROSE TABLE SHIRT WHITE SKY BEACHPLUM SAND 
OAK GRASS SHADOWS FEET FOOTPRINTS BLUE BUFF GULLS 
LAY WALKED BARE LOW SKY PATH SOUND WAVE CHAIR TABLE 
HAIR READ COOK LIFTED SETTLED EMPTY WATER PUMP 
SHINGLES AFTERNOON SEPTEMBER CHILL WARM CLOTHESLINE 
CLIMB SWALLOW PELT SOFTEN LINGER AIR OPEN PERCH 
TENDRIL GREENS CLEAN FLIES WEATHERED GREY HUMAN 
MOON CRICKET WHISTLE LAMP CANDLE LIGHT APPLE PEAR 
BLOW SHUDDER BUZZ RUSTLE HEAT SARONG HAT DRESS 
SHOE WOKE SLEPT PLANE FOGHORN GATHERED FENCE LINE 
LEAF TREE WITHER FALL AMPLIFY CLOUD HORN STREAK 
MOONLIGHT FLY HUMMOCK INSECT CALLED FLAP VERVE 
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TRILL DREW BRASS STRING RHYTHM CURVE FLOCK SPIRAL 
STILT SHIFT SHIT PEE VALLEY SHIRT JEEP DISPERSE 
SPIT GLASS SNOOD WRAPPED JIGGED BOAT BORNE BODY 
STICKS ROOTS TRACKS COLD DOOR BLUE HOUSE BARE 
FLOWER LIPS BRACELET SILVER DRY BONES TEETH DOG 
JUMP FOLLOWED FACES CHEEKS SCARLET PURPLE ROSE 
PERFUME BUSY DREAM MILE RED SWIRLED STREAM EARS 
PLANTED ROOTS BUDS WILLOW LAKE PEAK DIPPER WATER 
FISH FUNNEL RUT SPARROW SEEM PEE CLOUD PIG HUMAN 
CINNAMON GORGE HANDFUL RENT DARK SNOW MIST JADE 
GRIDDLE BRIDLE LAMP DISH GRASS DEW PIPES HILL 
SERVANT CLEAR GHOST FOOL DEEDS DRUNK FOX CHANT JAW 
SUTRA SPUTTERING SHADOW CANDLE WELLED CORAL BURIED 
VANISHED GRIEVES HAS PILE HURRY GUARD MARKED PINE 
REFUGE TRIPOD BELL NESTED MET GROWN LOOK DINE PLAN 
WOODS EAST WEST WHITE FOOL REPROACHED FUEL SEAS 
CONTENT STAY SHARE CORK WAX PUPPET MAKING BEFRIENDS 
HARD PARENTS CONTROL COME BLIND WASP’S OWL EAT 
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DISASTER VICTORY GREEDY GRUDGE STRIKE GAIN FIRE 
SOAK MUD TILES SMOKE CRANE BITTER FEATHERS FLOCK 
SHORES FERRY HOES FERTILE SLICK MOSS RAIN BED 
BOOKS CARTS THATCH MOTH BROW LUTE ARIA CITY PENDANT 
BRIEFEST LOTUS BOAT LADDER CLARIFIED HONEY ROCK 
BROWN FINE WAVED SUCKED SPRAYED PLAYED THREAD KNOT 
CUT REGRET TIED SIGHING MORNING LOVE SLEEPLESS 
WATCH GUARDING ENOUGH WISHING MIRROR FACE SEEN 
PROMISED SPILLING BRIM AUTUMN TREES MOONLIGHT HID 
MORNING GLORIES ROAD LEND WEAR GIVEN LAYER ROUGH 
CICADAS TWILIGHT VISIT MOONLESS BREASTS CRUEL 
BLAME DESIRE FIERCE FIELD HANDS HEAVY RAIN BEATING 
WINDOWS AGAINST ASK FILLED FRAGRANT PICKED BREAKS 
LOSE BODY SOUND VOICE ORDINARY DEMANDS VILLAGE 
EMPTY BELL RECURRENT LISTEN SOAKED MUD GATE FOLIAGE 
SUMMER USUAL NOTHING FIRST WORLD RAP HOPE RAIL POND 
MARSH REEDS SINGLE WATCHMAN BURNING VISIBLE PLUM 
WAKENED SCENT LONGING STOP HOOF NOSTRIL RESPECT DUE 
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REFLECTING GATHER DRAW BLOWING MOORED LIFTS FLOATS 
DEFYING CATCH SHIFTING WEIGHT HULL COMMON BOUND 
PLACID TRUCE TRICK SOLO JUSTICE SAINTS SLIDING NOTE 
DISPASSION LAWN GRAVITY BEATS ASCENDING CLATTER 
SLIP SILT DROWNED HOLD EROSION CUPS WIRES COMBED 
CARVED CLEAVE HIPS WEEDS INKED ACROSS SHUTTERED 
RAVINE STEEPNESS CROSS COTTON PORCELAIN MUSIC 
PLATES TOWELS BARK FLOOR CEILING BEAM HANDLE STICK 
LIMB TWIG LEAF INNOCENT OXEN LIVES GUESS PUSHED 
SIMPLER PRUNED POTATO MEDICINE BOX CACTUS BRANCH 
SHUTTLE ALTERED DOUBT LAMB SKEIN FINS STUBBORN 
ROPES WADE TIGHTEN BECKONS FALLS CHILD ARCH SERMON 
POOL GRAZING APPLES HARVESTED APIARY GULLY PLOT JAY 
FOG ANT VEIN NEWBORN CROWN HEAD FUR CHEESY ENLARGED 
ENGORGED PUSHED REDDENED FACE GRIP SOUNDING SESSILE 
WALL LITTERED FROG DUCKS SCARF ARCHAIC WILL LIFTS 
GESTURE TURNING WINTER WOMAN WHY ALTER WEAVE 
BREATH SHEEP MEN POLLEN CHISEL SPARROW MOUTHFUL 
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REVEALED GRAZE ASPEN SKIRTS CANNON FLUTES LOW 
ASCENT FURTHEST ELECTED STOOD FARMHOUSE MILK CROWS 
POPULATED ALMOND CONCRETE PURGE OPPOSITE CUNT RUSH 
TIPS DISTANT MOTION HOUSEFLY SLUICE NUN MERCY 
SIGNAL DRONE MAP TOPOGRAPHY ESKIMO NORTHERN CHILL 
ICEBERG GLACIER CONTAIN FLAGSTONE CHEST SHABBAT 
SEDER DINNER FEAST FEAT BATHED ROOM WAIT QUIET 
WEED CAGE COUCH COUNTER TIDAL FLATS CRYING GULLS 
LANDSPIT LIGHTHOUSE BAY SEAWEED BEACHRUBBLE BRACKEN 
BREAKWATER PIER WHARF FISHINGBOAT OUT KAYAK CANOE 
SHOE WADER CLAM SKATE HORSESHOE CRABS SHELLS SHARDS 
CROCKERY FEATHERS LAP DRAIN FILL LEAVE IN OUTER 
EVENING BLUSH ECHOES UNSAYABLE CLEAR LIGHT INHABIT 
SPACE WET SHINING NONHUMAN KIMONO GEISHA OBI 
BUTTERFLY WINGS KNEEL TATAMI MAT FOLDS NAPE SLEEVE 
COLLAR GRACE UNGAINLY PERSIMMON HEM HOSTESS BANISH 
SECURE FRUGAL AMATEUR OLDER BALANCE ASYMMETRIES 
TIED CREPE EYEBROWS TUCK TALKING POSE TURNED 
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FRAMING SERVANT MAID GIRL LOAN SQUAT LOVERS DUNG 
GRAINY ROOFTOPS DUCKWEED SHALLOWS UNSEEN BOUND 
GROANS SEED HALL PLOVERS SANDERLINGS CARPET BLOW 
SWEPT VISITOR SHRILL BREEZES STIRRED BRIEF BOATMAN 
BATH CYPRESS STUCCO OLIVE SHUTTERS PEELING LAVENDER 
GERANIUMS POTTERY FADED DISTANT PLUMBAGO VINEYARD 
PARCHED FIG SHRIMP DANDELION SNAIL PICNIC BALCONY 
TERRACOTTA OIL WINDE THYME CHATTER ISOLATED RIGGINGS 
VISIONARY PEACHES NAPKINS BED HONEY ROSEMARY PULP 
BUTTER OLEANDER ACACIA BRICKS MEDITATE STILL SOIL 
CAUGHT HELD GLAZE AFFINITIES WORN GARLIC ONION 
EGGPLANT PRAISE NAME FRUIT ANISETTE FRESH SOUP 
PICKLED TERRACOTTA INDIVISIBLE MOTION ILLUMINED 
PATHWAYS CURVING CLIMATE PRIMITIVE FOOD ROSEBUDS 
ROWING WALNUT CHEST SOAP FRENCH LOOPED EWE SHUT 
NARROW MINGLED SMELL SMOTHERED GOAL LENGTHEN 
OLIVETREES OLIVEOIL BLACK GREEN SPLENDOR MYSTICAL 
RURAL RADIANT PLANTS EXALTS IDEA THOUSAND SCATTERED 
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RED HEATHER BURNING GREENGAGE WASHLINE SUGAR 
PISTACHIO TRIM COVE CLEMATIS FORCE EARLY PAINTING 
OBSTACLE DAMP WAKEN JOY RAW SPEAKING SURVIVE 
VIOLET IRIS FATHER BIRCH BENT PETALS WORSHIP 
LOVE WITHOUT LEFT SPOON GLASS SKY LADDER MAPLE 
IGNORANT CONTINUOUS VIVACITY PLUNGING PERSISTENT 
BOUGH RUSE SHOOTS SPOTTED PERISHABLE CHILDREN GONE 
RIBS POPPIES SPLENDOR RELEASE LAMBS BUCKET WELL 
POUR SPIRIT LESS ALMOND BELLS BLEATING DRY WEIGHT 
DULL TRIAL SHARD NAKED WEARING MARBLE SAP SHONE 
BEAN VASE TEETH PURRING PREENS TOILET DOOR HEART 
BEGGING WEBBED BLEACHED SEA-AIR SEWED CALM PALE 
SHOP COOK WASH HARBOR WINNOWING LAUNDRY DRESSES 
MIDDEN BEAR FLATNESS SIT BILLOWING WAIST JUSTICE 
JEWELRY SILENCE VALLEY MOIST MEMORY OCEAN CLEAN 
BARLEY SLOWLY BREASTS CLAY DOLPHIN BOUNDLESS THRONE 
PLOWING WOOD GROVE VASTNESS COBBLES WAGON FOLIAGE 
BULB NIPPLE BELLY PATINA WORN ALLOWED COILED 
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MONEY LEAPING TAN SCRUB DEER MARKS LENS VEGETABLE 
MAROONED BRAVERY EMBRACED PERMISSION HANDPRINTS 
WOODEN STUNNED THISTLE ANKLE WHEAT LIZARD ANISE 
ROCK BARENESS FAILED WEALTH PILLOW GARNISH HERB 
ROASTED ASPARAGUS ENCIRCLE CILANTRO SHINE SLIDE 
SLICED TOMATILLOS MUSTARD WHISK CELEBRATION PURPLE 
JUICE SCATTER OPENING TENDER BOUNDARIES CALENDULAS 
NASTURTIUMS FESTIVE LETTUCES PARSLEY TEAR WILD 
SCRAGGLY CURLY ENDIVE LOVAGE LEMONBALM THINNINGS 
HIGH-DESERT TUSCAN TRAIN CLODS MINER UPROOTING 
REMOTE ROADSIDES RADISHES LEEKS FENNEL COALS SEASON 
SNIPPED SMOKY PUNGENT TART SPLASH MARINATED CAYENNE 
STEW PULLED SALTY CELERY DRIZZLED WILTED DUSTED 
DRIED PACKAGES CHARRED SEASONING COBALT RINGS 
PEPPER BREAD BLOT ARTICHOKE BASIL SAGE SLURRY 
CORNMEAL FLOURED BOARD CARDAMOM CUSTARD INFUSED 
CONDIMENTS NUT CHUTNEY PRESERVE DENSE MISSION 
SPICED STOVE DELICATE ARRAY BLACKBERRY SHERBET GRAPE 
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BOWL DROP COVERED CRUST ETCH MORTAR PESTLE PARING 
TONGS LARKSPUR HYACINTH HYSSOP CITRUS DAYLILIES 
SUNFLOWERS CHILI INHALING TOLERANT PRESSING FLAVOR 
HUE AMBER HUSKS DOME DRUM SCALE CHAPEL WRAP WALLS 
PARAPETS INTERIOR CORNER POSTS CHURCHES UNITY 
CROP WINDOW SELDOM CLEAN MORAL CONTRADICTION CULT 
VAULT HALLWAY ORIGIN ORNAMENTAL BASILICA VESTIBULE 
PROFILE CIRCULAR PORCH ACANTHUS LEAVES ROUNDING 
EASED ENTRANCE ARCH STRUCTURAL BRIDGE EVENT GRID 
GABLE CIRCUMSTANTIAL RENOVATION COLUMN SLABS WIND-
BRACING CORSETS DWELLING DIAGONAL CHORDS TRUSSES 
ARCADE ROW PRAIRIE CITY MILITARY TENT CHAOS 
JUNKYARDS ROADTOWNS OCULI LINING CAMOUFLAGE STRIPE 
YELLOW CUP ENCLOSE GESTURE RESIDENCE CEZANNE 
PAPERWHITE DAILY GLOVE WHOLESALE TILES JANUARY 
BELFRY CORRIDOR KEY TALE RUSTLE HOURS EGRET REGRET 
BOOT BLOOM AFLOAT ACRES LOT CASTING CANVAS OVEN PANE 
ABSOLUTIONS HOWL SWEET TEA PERFORMANCE SWALLOWED 
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SAUCER COLLISION HURT DOGS CARAVAN PARTY HABITS 
NOSTALGIA SKIN PINHOLE TIPPING SWELLING EAR DAUBING 
CLIFF SHAVING BELCHING WINCE TIERS BAGS GOLD-LEAFED 
KUAN-YIN STATUES FAX SLASHING MIDSTREAM CELLO RADIO 
BLISS IDIORHYTHMIC MONK MANGOSTEEN SALAK DURIAN 
MARKET OFFERING PILED STATELY GRACE PURPLE-BLACK 
BATIK WOVEN DUST CARRY LIFT PLACE MOSS TEMPLE CARVED 
STONE RAMBUTAN HAIRY PRAISE CHANT PRIEST WHITE 
ROBE GECKO FROG TOKAY STREET NUTMEG VANILLA MOUND 
SELL SATAY SOUP CART BALINESE CHOPPED STARFRUIT 
LEAVES JACKFRUIT STEW PALM-WINE RICE GODDESS RAT 
COW BEND PAPER HUT THATCHED VERANDA FIELDS PADDIES 
TERRACED WATER PALACE BIRD MARKET BAT FRUIT-BAT 
TREES OVERHEAD MONKEY GREED SNATCH UBUD KUTA BEACH 
HEAT STENCH CROWDS TRAFFIC OVERGROWN DRAGONFLIES 
STICKY RASH KOPI SALAAMAT MALAAM MAKAN MALAAM 
MAKAN SIANG DRUMS FEARING ROADS GUIDE MOUSTACHE 
PROSPEROUS MOUNTAIN VILLAGE AGUNG PRINCE SWEET 
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SMELLS SUGAR-PALM PAGODA T-SHIRTS JUNGLE CEILING 
FAN DAMP SWEAT SLEEP AFTERNOON ARCHED STAMP FOOT 
GILDED COSTUMES FLASHING EYES FINGER PETALS RESIDE 
BRANCH SNAKES MOON LOQUAT DEATH FRAIL TASTE SLIP 
CLUSTER SALT COFFEE WINE VINE SUNRISE PRAY EELGRASS 
HARBOR SEA-BIRD BOAT DORY WHARF WEIR TRAP CLAM 
LOBSTER SPRING-TIDE EBB-TIDE TURNING FISH NETS 
FOG FOGHORN SAND LAP FLAT LIGHT UNLOADING CRY 
GULL BLACK-DUCK SUNSET MOONRISE WATER WAVE RIVULET 
SHORE DEER CARNIVOROUS SHUDDER CLIMB SOLITUDE 
SNOW ICE HAUNCH PERSIST HERON POND REEDS WINDING 
SAVE FISHINGBOAT SHIP CANOE LAUNCH SKIFF LAVA 
DEVASTATION WEATHERED TRAIL PARK BURNT SILVERED 
HARM GRAINS TUFTS SILT TANGLES REGARD CROSS STEP 
MUFFLE TOUCH PASS SPREAD BUOY SEEP RADIANCE EVENLY 
WASH CLIFF CANYON VALLEY FEATHER SUN AIM DUST HILL 
PATH MUFFLE SKELETON ROCK FALL MOUND PEAK OLIVINE 
RAINWATER FERN GATHER SAW ASKED BUDDHIST CEMETERY 
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DHARMA MONK NUN TEMPLE REFUGEE BAKER PRAYED ATE 
SLEPT MEDITATED RETURNED SEED ASH MILKING SANG CALM 
LAUNDRY SOUP FLOOR HOUSES POCKET WALLPAPER TUCK 
SHAKEN WEDDING DANCE INSOMNIA TEASPOON PLANNED MOTH 
BREAKFAST HAIRLESS MANDOLIN SHOULDERS GREEN NYLON 
DELAYED JOURNEYMAN BEE ENSNARED LAMP GARDEN TONGUE 
CRAB FAMILY RUBBLE BAMBOO PRAIRIE PLANET BLOOD BILE 
TEARS SPANS PRICK TENT CAUGHT WRAPPED PICTURED 
TEARING DENYING LEFT SHORN TAPPING IGNORED WHEELING 
FLED KICKS VYING THISTLE WATERED SILK WINDROWS 
CAW ROAN SPRING RAW CHORUS PSALM US CANTOR 
INJURY WAILING DISTRAUGHT WEEPING BLAND TAWNY ROSE 
MANTLE UNBEND PULSE SILENCES QUIET STILL GRIEF 
UNDIMINISHED BARREN LAKE SHORE NIGHT DAY BREATH 
WIND RISING TRAIN PASSED PRACTICE KEENING MADRONE 
HYACINTH RIVET PIG HAZE CROWD HERD TENDING SLOPE 
SILHOUETTE TAIL BRIDAL MUSTARD FLOWER LOTUS PEBBLE 
LIVING MICE FLUSH DIATOM PROTON MOMENTARY INANIMATE 
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NEURON CLARITY RADIOLARIAN CORRAL TALKATIVE SCORE 
MAIL RESEARCH FLOW SHAVEN MISO DIMLY LIT FAINT 
CLAYLIKE MUDDY DARK TRANSLUCENCE CLOUDY LAQUERWARE 
KETTLE PINES CONTEMPLATION MURMUR SHRILL INSECT 
SIGH SUFFUSES PICKLES VISCOUS SHEEN BILLOWS STEAM 
MOVED SHADOWS STATUES CUSHIONS INCENSE BENCHES 
BOOKS RITUAL SOLITUDE TEA CRAFTED SHRINE BELLS 
BROCADE OFFERING LEAVES LUSTER TILE WHITE COUNTER 
FLOOR OAKWOOD MAPLEWOOD HEARTH COOK CLEAN EAT 
ANGEL EMISSARY SIDEWAYS BLISS RADIATE EVENT AUSTERE 
GREETS HANDSHAKE DIFFUSE ADJOINING PAINTING PASTE 
PAPER DRAWN SUBTLE PRESSURE MESA GESSO CHALKY 
ABSORBS EASE MEASURE PERCEPTION GRAVITY SOLID 
LUSH RESOLUTE DISCREET FIRMNESS PAIR TRUST GIFT 
EMPTY SWAYING RESTRAINT LAWS BONE RIVER GRAY STONE 
MILK RIVER WAVE LEAF ORANGE GROVE LEAVES PLAY 
TRUMPET INDIA GRAPHITE INK HORIZON WOOD WATERCOLOR 
RICEPAPER ANKLE LUNG PAUSED ARROW VIAL MYRTLE LAUREL 
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PLOT BURIED MEADOW SKULLCAP CIRCUMCISION CHICKEN 
HAY BRACED DEFILE PLISH LONG-SLEEVED STRAIGHTEN 
BEND DRINK WIPE COUNT DWARF BIRCH WALNUT BAKLAVA 
COURT SHADOW-PUPPET DALANG FLAME SEAWEED SCORN 
TEASING HOISTED INARTICULATE MANTRAS HOLY-WATER 
TRANCE FIRE CIRCLES SASH NAVEL BANYAN WEALTH 
CHILIPEPPER PALM-LEAF TOWERS BLOSSOM LARVAE PARASOL 
LOSMEN DANCER SULTAN ANIMIST SPEAR COCONUT GLOOM 
GNARLED VINE LIANAS SEMEN PUNGENT CHARCOAL SHEATH 
GONG PLATFORM SPLENDID FUNERAL PRACTICE FIG SEEDLING 
CUT DWELL WAX MOTIF DECORATIVE CYMBAL SCHOLAR 
LOTION SHELTER GATEWAY MERCY NIMBUS FALTER SKIN 
FAGS PITTED VIPERS ADDERS JUSTICE PLUM DOVE VERTIGO 
EGGPLANT SOB DAWN DRAGS PUMPING HUMMING SHAME 
BOUQUET SHIFTING GURGLING ASLEEP RUMMAGE LENIENT 
MUD WILLOW MULBERRY BRANCH HELD HAD SEEDY WISDOM 
FACED STOP BABBLING CRUSHED BREAK RUTHLESS SUPINE 
SHABBY SOLEMN CONTINENTS SHAWL STAGGERED REFLECTED 
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MASTERING CORE ADOBE RAPTURE GOSSIP UNSAYABLE 
VELVETY FORTUNE LUCK KISMET STAGE SOLDER GRAVELY 
CLEMENTINE TANGELO SARGASSO URINE UNDRESSING ALOFT 
SACRIFICING DIPPED GULLIES LIPSTICK VENDOR PATTERN 
FLAGS ANCHORED CLEAVE MOSAIC AMNIOTIC TROPICAL 
BUTT SAP MALLEABLE PILING GAVE RETREATING VERDANT 
SWEATED GRIPS SWIRLING DIPPER SCRUBBING AVIARY TRILL 
BUZZ SPIRE CAGE SOUR THIRSTY WADING CLOUDS COVE 
REBEL GALLOP STORM CANDLE JASMINE CARESS WORSHIP 
KISS WHISPER DESPOTIC HOWL PULLED OPENS MOORING 
WET SHINE OAR BLOW KEY THIRTEEN STAND EMBRACE 
ABSENCE INNOCENCE SIMPLIFIED PUMICE CONSECRATE 
CONTEMPLATIVE BRASS FILLED BANNER DAIS CHINESE 
CARPET TART DUTY BUDDHA HEAD EMPTY SAD FACED 
AFTERNOON MERRY WARM HANDS CURIOUS HAPPINESS 
RECEIVE GIVE EAT WAIT NOTICE ATTEND BREADFRUIT 
MICA VOID NOCTURNAL COURT UNBARRED ALIVE ADD NUMBED 
DAZZLES INHABITANT TEMPTS COW DOORS TOWER LOTUS 
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PAWING PEBBLED SILL UMBRELLA COCOON TENDER HOLLOWED 
PATH KINDLE DRIED SPLASH STRIKE THRUST RAINS UNROLL 
DEFENSE RINSE INSISTS MUGGERS DESTINATION INFESTED 
SCREEN WATERFALL PLUMMET RUIN ROT PASS PLASTER 
RUSE DAUGHTER MUDDIED BASIN TABLECLOTH ADMONISH 
HAND-WASHING THUNDER TORNADO TUNDRA DENSE THUMBS 
SLUICES KNUCKLES DIMINISHED SLID RELINQUISH SHORE 
FANS SHONE WINGS CLUMSY CLEANSING FLOAT CROSS CLIMB 
CLATTERED SPOONS FISTS BREAK LIGHTLY SLACK SAP 
CITRON LEMONGRASS LIME-LEAF BONES LIFE CRAWL TWIGS 
PURPOSE SILKY DRENCHED FORGOT HELD SAW REMEMBERED 
LEFT ABANDONED TURNED CHOSE SOUGHT DROPPED PILED 
ENTERED LIFTED ATE CARRIED CELLAR UNDERWATER CURLED 
PROVISIONS ROYALTY TRAIN MOSS WOODS FOREST TRAIL 
WALKING WOOD-DRUMS COW-BELL ROTO-TOMS MANDOLIN 
MANDOLIN-HARP BANSRI-FLUTE BALOFONS CHINESE-TEMPLE-
BLOCKS TABLA AGOGO JAPANESE-BIWA KALIMBA TIBETAN-
TING-SHAW ADODO-DRUM BELL OCARINA REED KRISHNA-FLUTE 
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SHAKUHACHI CELLO VIOLIN MARIMBA NOTE GLISSANDO 
TOCCATA DHURRIE RAG-RUG NUMDAH KARAKULS KILIMS 
PIANO PAGODA YURT WINDMILL GRANARY STONE-GARDEN 
NORTH-LIGHT ADOBE MUD RUBBLE MIGRATION EVAPORATION 
FLUSHING PUMPED SURFACE OPEN ROOF LOSES CLEAR 
MOVE BAMBOO GONG PERSIMMON GLEAN QUATREFOIL 
PTOLEMAIC-SYSTEM PERCUSS PARAPET SUTRA SUPRALIMINAL 
SUSURRATION DIATOM CHIMERA BALALAIKA ATRIUM GLISSADE 
SOUND-BOX AQUEDUCT CONCAVE PREGNANT RECEPTACLE 
RECAPITULATE CONTAIN MODAL TONES IGNEOUS ROCK LIGHT-
EARTH AMOROUS RIB-VAULTING FEMUR PATELLA TIBIA 
FIBULA DEPTH-OF-COLOR NASTURTIUM NATIVE ZENANA 
YARROW QUEEN-ANN’S-LACE WHELK UNCERTAINTY INDIAN-
SUMMER DWARF-STARS GULL DIK DIK THOMPSON’S GAZELLE 
ZEBRA RESPECT PROLIFIC SHEATH TI-LEAF DIAMETERS 
SHIVA TONGUE CONVOLUTED GRAINS TUNING-FORK SNOW 
SKYLIGHTS PORCH COVER SILENCE HEAL BURN FLESHED 
RADIANCE NOTICE ALONE MIDWIVES DOG COASTAL FOETUS 
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KITCHEN SQUATTING INCARNATION LET POSTURES LOVE-
NOTE OINTMENT CONCH CANDLE VASES AUSPICIOUS READ 
RUSTLE ALLUVIAL IONIZATION JUBILATE CONFLUENCE 
PINBALL LIVE-JAZZ GENEROUS MIRAGE UNATTENDED WATCH-
FIRES FACING PAUSE MOSAIC COFFEE-BEANS COMPOSURE 
QUOTE IMITATE DERIVED THISTLE FAITH CULTIVATE 
SILLY EVOKED PASTURE FRONDS TUESDAY SPRAY BUY CAST 
WORKING BELIEVE RAGA BROOM SWEEP CONDUCT WATER 
MORAINE PREHENSILE ROCOCO RICE-PAPER SHADES LEMON 
LIME LESS SIEVE PILLOW WALTZING SEAGRASS DUNE 
TAKE PURIFIED INSIDE COLLECT SPOKES HARMONICA 
T-SHIRT PAPER-BAGS FALL SINS DISSOLVED SALT LICKED 
EGGS ONLY COMMON BORROWING PLUMERIA NEIGHBOR BUD 
CARIBBEAN LOOSEN FISHING HEADLIGHTS HUSKY WHAT-FOR 
PLANKTON KRILL ABSENCE MOIST BECOME GO AWE TUSSAH-
SILK SULPHUR LILIKOI PRISTINE DUG WOVE MELTED 
PAPYRUS SEAL FLOOR-BOARDS CLASP OMIT ADJUST GUAVA 
HELICONIA NORFOLK-PINES LYCHEE REMORSE RANCID 
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FEBRUARY ALMOND FIDDLE TULIP PURPLE-BLACK HYACINTH 
WHITE OPENING TOWEL FLASHLIGHT LIT SPOKEN-FOR 
BOILING READY WAIT ABIDING TEMPEST WIND AIR SIROCCO 
BLOW SHEPHERDS GOAT SHEEP DUMP BRANCHES TWIGS 
REFUSE SPIDERWORT BLEEDING-HEART PANSY DAFFODILS 
SWEET-WOODRUFF VIOLA LILY DAHLIA IRIS BOTANICAL 
TULIP CROCUS COLUMBINE BLUE VIOLET WHITE GREEN 
SOIL CORAL-BELL ASTILBE INK-BERRY BIRCH AZALEA 
GOLDFINCH HOUSEFINCH WOODPECKER MOURNING-DOVE WAX 
DIMINISH GOSSIP VENEER STAIN FINGERNAIL NICHE BEARD 
AMBER HEAL NUMB FOUND SWEPT SUTURE RELINQUISH 
UNCUT RELIQUARY TANGLE LICE SLINK QUIVER TONGUE-
TIED SNIPPED STRUNG HOOF DRAGON INTIMATE REDEMPTION 
BLURS BULGE PUDDLES WALNUT PERPETUAL LOWERING 
LOCUST INVECTIVE COBWEB LURE FLUORESCENT BRONZE 
SCRAPE WEIGHTLESS HISS CHAMBER CEZANNE LAWN SLIT 
FLUTTER FLIT PERCH HOP CONTROL SWAYED RUSTLED LIFTED 
APPEARED DROPPED STAYED RESTED WAITED LINGERED 
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DROVE THRUST POKED CHEESY SALTY OOZED LUNG VESSEL 
LOST OLD TO-AGE TWIG BRANCH LITTER POISED LAVISH 
CHEEK BLACK JADE OLEANDER PEPPER FOG SURF NUN 
SINKING HOLD ROOT PREACH CHOIR APHID LEMON YELLOW 
WINDOW STORK MOVING SUGAR PICKET ALFALFA HAULING 
PROFUSION RISE NOON LAVENDER LOOSED BRIDGE PREEN 
CHURN GONG SNEEZE URN CANDLE SHIRT PANTS UNDERWEAR 
BRA BEE HONEY HIVE WAX COMB SKEP HAIR SMOKING 
STUNNED DROWSY GENTLE TREE BAIT SWARM BUZZ DANCE-
LANGUAGE PULSE REPLY COAST WARM MOTIONLESS SOCIETY 
SISTERS VENOM STING QUEEN DRONE EGG LARVAE FLIGHT 
FAVOR LAYING WORKERS FORAGER POLLEN PROPOLIS RESIN 
SMOOTH SAC BARBED ODOR VEIL WICKER FATAL CYLINDRICAL 
INHERIT EGYPTIAN TERRACOTTA BOX BRICKS ENTRANCE 
HOLE RAFTS NILE PERSUADE RELEASED HUNTERS SUMMER 
AUTUMN BEESWAX SUGAR-CANE SUGAR-BEET SWEETNESS 
IMMUNE GATHERER MEAD ANTELOPE DEER RACCOON HARE 
POSSUM SKUNK NUTHATCH JAY NUTS BERRIES ROOTS 
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WILDFLOWER PLAINS LEARNING LANDING TRAINED DIK-DIK 
HORN ANTLER RIBBED CURVING SPIRALING GRAZE BROWSE 
GRAMMAR NEST HORSE WEAVERBIRD FETLOCK MANE CHINESE-
COAT POPLAR GOLDENROD BUCKWHEAT FLOWER NECTAR 
PADDLE OAR PAPER-WASP MUD-DAUBER CELL IN BESIDE 
BETWEEN UNDER AROUND OVER WITH TO WITHOUT NOT NEVER 
DON’T WON’T FIELDMOUSE RABBIT CRAB SHRIMP ANEMONE 
YELLOW-LEAF RED-TRUCK IGUANA LIZARD CLAW TAIL PAW 
HOOF HOOFPRINTS TRACKS SPOOR SNAIL SKINK NEWT SNAKE 
ALLIGATOR KANGAROO WOLF APE CHEETAH PANTHER FIRE 
SPINDLE BUNDLE BOW ARROW SPEAR FEATHER ANTHER ALGAE 
TOMB ARMOR MILK NAIL LAPIS FAIENCE GLASS WING 
DUNG BEETLE I-DIDN’T-KNOW I-CAN’T-REMEMBER LET-US 
LETTUCE ADOBE CRIMSON IN-LOVE FREEDOM SCALE MONTHS 
LIVED DAY RECONCILE ANGER BLACK-WIDOW IMAGINE 
INVISIBLE FACE HEAVEN ANCIENT COOLS DOGS PICKED 
PEELED DECOMPRESSES BETRAYAL Y’ALL MINED MORTAL 
MUST-BE CALL CELL PERISH EXTINCT TRUMPETER PLANE 
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WALKMAN TV PLANE SOCK SHOCK ACRYLIC MASS BEACHES 
ASHES TOUCH DROPPED BAY DUSK SACRIFICE WOUND 
DRESSING CALLUSES STOP TIN LEMONY WHEEL RIVER-
BLINDNESS PARASITE COAL PLUM GRAPEFRUIT METEOR 
SHOWER OLIVE GOLD POST-MODERN MODERNIST MINIMAL 
PREFAB MISSILE JET MEMORY SAID SHE-SAID AMOROUS 
POLLINATION FELONY DRENCH CLEAVAGE FABLE BOULEVARD 
TECHNICOLOR PAIN LANCING TERRIBLE ATOMS CRIPPLE 
STINK DOPED COY LIAR VENOM SLUMP IMPOTENT ACID 
FLOGGED COBBLED SPLITTING ABEYANCE STASIS LIONESS 
SUICIDAL CAULDRON HOOKS CAST HAULS UNPEEL DEAD 
WHEAT CELIBATE ABASES SAFE HELL FLICKER BLOODIED 
LIQUOR DULLING COLORLESS SHRED STIFFEN HOOD BONE 
SCROLLS TOGA AX DULL TONGUE SIN AGED WEAK HOTHOUSE 
BABY CRIB KILLED RADIATION SLANG FECUND TAWDRY MESS 
CALIFORNIA TEPID DISSOLUTION HANDHOLDS SPEED UNTIE 
UNITE PRESSURE FOOL ACCESS STUB NUPTIAL MENU SNAG 
LETHAL EXOTIC UNGUARDED POSING SET-LOOSE WITNESSED 
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MERCY URGENT REMORSE AVOWAL BANQUET BLADE INVITED 
ALTAR MUTE CRAM BUDS RINSE BENEDICTION MIRTH 
RIND HUSK DRY PLASTER LATHE PLANED MAPPED THOSE-
OF-US OFTEN RESIDUAL DESPONDENT FRESCO VARNISH 
MATTE SHINY CONDUIT RECITE TRAFFIC RENDING RIDDLE 
CHORALE VASE RELIC ROBE BLEED SLIGHT DOMAIN BAFFLES 
APERTURE MASSIVE CASTS LONGER HESITANT FUGITIVE 
FLEET WOO FUCK MASTERPIECE SILL UPHOLD ENTHRALL 
DRUNK MATADOR FORSAKEN BRUSHED REMOTE FAITH GRASS 
CONTAINED HUE MIMED STYLE CAPITULATION RELOCATE 
MIRAGE NULL VOID DALLY HOUSEHOLD SANCTUARY PEE BOOM 
JOINTS REACHED NEVER WADI ENTRUSTED BLURT GULLY 
PUNCH GOUGE LEAN CITY SNAPPED DO-YOU WOULD-YOU 
PROLETARIAN FORCING CLEAVE SLUR FIELD VACANT AROMA 
MINT RAMPAGE DOMINATE SUBDUE SUBJUGATE ENFORCE 
LABOR WORK ORDERS FAST-LANE STRESS DRUG MATERIALISM 
POSITIVISM PHILOSOPHY IMMATERIAL COMPEL JUST-AS 
HOWEVER FEVER ATOMIC EXHALE MONARCH BETROTHAL SMEAR 
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WRAP DIAGRAM SPECIMEN ENVELOPED GLANCE UNDERNEATH 
PANE SAINT MEDICINE RED BLACK ORANGE YELLOW GREEN 
BLUE PURPLE WHITE GREY STONE BRIDGE FOOD FIRE-ANTS 
POOL WEALTHY HAPPINESS PERFECT PUNTS SCULLS COAST 
COCKS BATS CAGED TILE NET STORIES CONCEIVE RAINING 
TEMPERATURE POWER-TOOLS TRANSPARENCY MYNAHS BEGAN 
MINERALS GRANITE OBSIDIAN QUARTZ RUBY SAPPHIRE 
PETRIFIED FOSSIL PETROGLYPH DIAMOND COAL EMERALD 
MAGNESIUM CALCIUM IRON PIG-IRON STEEL COR-TEN-STEEL 
BRONZE COPPER SILVER ALUMINUM LIMESTONE SANDSTONE 
DEPOSITED CUT SLICED CAST WELDED LEAD MELTED MOLTEN 
CRUCIBLE FOUNDRY FACE-MASK CARVED POUNDED HAMMERED 
ANVIL FORGED SMITHY DOORWAY GOD KRISHNA MORAINE 
GLACIER BOULDER ELEMENTS URANIUM PETROLEUM RADIUM 
REM RADS MELTDOWN BLUESTONE SILICA SAND GLASS 
GLASSY BLOWN CRUSHED EATEN DEVOURED GRAVEL CEMENT 
CONCRETE PILINGS PILED SWEETENED GONE FILLING 
TOXIC POISON ANNIHILATE DESTROYER BECOME FASTING 
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HEMOGLOBIN BLOOD WHITE-CELLS T-CELLS IMMUNE RAVISH 
SPLENDOR CLAMOR SPLAYED TORE FLOUNDERED FOUNDERED 
APPEASE PROMOTING BREAKING DISCRETE INDECIPHERABLE 
LUNGE SHED LOST NAKED STILTED IMPOLITE CONDITIONAL 
SPARE EXPIRES CAME ALMOST NEVER REPAIR SHORN USED 
INJUNCTION PALLID LAME JUNE APRIL NOVEMBER OCTOBER 
JANUARY MARCH FEBRUARY DECEMBER MAY JULY AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
SATURDAY SPELLING SHIELD CAUTION YOKE HOLD CLASP 
ROUND OBLONG RECTANGULAR ASKED TOLD MAST MUST 
OBSCENE ABHORRENT PLAUSIBLE CODE SHAKE TOPPLE 
PICKET AGAINST WARMING HEARD FORCED GO SEEN RAMBLE 
ENAMORED UNEASE EFFECTS STALL DECIPHER ARRANGE 
MEASURED EQUIP FILM RIP DISPLAY REDRESS GRIEVANCE 
COST SOOTHE DARKEN ABSENT ARGUE CHEAT FLUSH CONFINE 
REFUTE MOAN QUIT HAUL ANGLE CONVERGE CALL BETROTH 
BITCH PROW CANDOR ALMS GRAFFITI SUFFUSED DANISH 
COFFEE SIDEWALK TRACK INSULATOR ANXIETY BUILDING 
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SHRUB URN TRUCK CAR TAXI HONK MILLSTONE TOWER 
GUIDE HIEROGLYPH CUNEIFORM OUTCROPPING SKATE SALIVA 
SUBURB VIRUS EVERGREEN VIRAL READY ALERT MATTRESS 
BLANKET RUSH HURRY CUT THREATEN WARN AVERT YELL 
SHOUT SHOT SCREAM TREMBLE RUNAWAY SOOT TRAFFIC 
GRINDING BITTERSWEET RESTAURANT BRANCH TWIG JOG TIRE 
PAVEMENT POUNDING APARTMENT LOCK MEAT SCULPTURE 
WAXY CANDLE SINK DOMESTIC MANGO-CHUTNEY SLICE 
SHOWER TABLE RUG GENE HUMAN-GENOME-PROJECT LIGHT 
DESK STATION LUCK HORSESHOE MASK FISH HAT COAT 
DESERTED WINE CURTAIN MUSEUM STEAL PICKPOCKET JAB 
HIT PIGEON SWING GALLERY AROUND AT BESIDE PER-
CAPITA INCOME RACE MONEY WIZENED DESICCATED BARBED 
TIRED MARINA DOCK TENACIOUS TANGERINE SEXY POLLUTED 
CHANCE GAMES ATHLETIC HURL EARRING SPIT CLAVICLE 
CORD CHURNED CARBON CHRONIC SELF SPRAY STOP SO 
POOL PORCELAIN PITCH TAR RESIN RESIDUE COMBUSTION 
METABOLISM ENGINE MOTOR PISTON CONCRETE BLOCKS 
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METER SEAL NOBLE FIGHT CHEW REMAINS CRUDE OTHER 
OTHER-THAN CLAP WHERE APART-FROM APART INTEGUMENT 
CHITIN EXOSKELETON MICROTONAL CLARIFY SOPHOCLES 
PLATONIC BRISTLE LAMENT SWEET SWEAT LIMESTONE 
PIGMENT SORROW APPEARANCES IMMATURE OCCUPY FUMES 
ELEMENTS BARE-ARMED TERRITORY SHELTERED FLICK EVEN-
HANDED NO AS FOR PALE HARSH SAILOR TAUNT CEASELESS 
HUE VAGUE MASCULINE PELT MOSSY TULIP GLASS VIOLET 
MAGENTA CHARTREUSE SKY-BLUE PERIWINKLE LAPIS-BLUE 
COBALT VERMILION VERDANT PINE-GREEN TURQUOISE 
INDIGO AZURE CERULEAN POWDER SAPPHIRE ULTRAMARINE 
NAVY LAVENDER GENTIAN MULBERRY VIOLET PURPLE EMBLEM 
LINE HALCYON PREY MURMUR ONLY MINT RHYTHM SHRINE 
LITTLE MANDARIN PERGAMOS BELT SUNFLOWERS ORACLE 
MYSTIC MAY SEA ORANGES FOUNTAIN TASSEL GNOSIS 
METALLIC FILTER DELIBERATE MOTHER-OF-GOD PLEAT 
STELLAR HIGH NOON FIELDS MORNING FLORA CLEARING 
VIAL CAPTAIN JEWEL DAZZLING SYRTIS MARIAN MILETOS 
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SILVER HERALD MONASTERY MYRTILLA BLOSSOMING LANGUID 
MARCH CUBE SPOUT HONOLULU MAUNA MANOA MAUKA IRONWOOD 
WAIMANALO LANIKAI KAILUA BARBECUE HELICONIA GINGER-
FLOWER MAILI LEI VOLCANO-PARK LAVA AA BANYAN BANANA 
PAPAYA-SEEDS MONGOOSE MYNAH ZOO BUS TIDALPOOL 
SHELLS CORAL REEF SAND RIFT ERUPTION FLOW DIRT DUST 
DIAMOND-HEAD BUFO COCKROACH GECKO VALLEY HELICOPTER 
RUSTLING HAWAII OUTRIGGER SURF SURF-BOARD SUGARCANE 
PINEAPPLE PLANTATION TARO EGRET FLOODED ORCHID 
ISLAND AROUND CLIFF SHORE ROCKY LIANA WATERFALL 
MUDDY SLIP LOUVER POOL BEACH CANOE WAVE BREAKER 
SWIMSUIT BEACH-MATS TAN OIL BURN SHAVE-ICE MANAPUA 
AGAPE ALL-SOUL’S-DAY ANCHOR ANEMONE ANT ARCH ARM-
IN-ARM ARMOIRE ASPEN ASTRINGENT AUGUST BAIT BARBETTE 
BARREL BASIL BASKET BAY-LEAF BEACH BEAM-REACH 
BEESWAX BELL BERGAMOT BIRDSONG BITTER-SEA BLANKET 
BLUEING BLUEFISH BLUEFLY BOAT BOLT BOUGAINVILLEA 
BOULDER BRAIDED-RUG BRIDE BRINE BUTTERFLY CAFE 
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CAGE CAIQUE CANARY CANDLE CANDLESTICK CAPE CAPTAIN 
CARDAMOM CARDINAL CASTLE CAULKING CEMETERY CHAMELEON 
CHAMOMILE CHAPEL CHICKEN-COOP CICADA CISTERN CITRUS 
CLAIRE CLEAR-SAILING CLIFFS CLOCKWORK COLORED-
PEBBLES COOL-WIND COBBLESTONE COMB CORK COVE CRAB 
CRICKET CROPS CROSS CUTTLEFISH CYCLAMEN CYPRESS 
DANDELION DAPHNE DECKHAND DESERT-ISLAND DOGWOOD 
DOLPHIN DONKEY DOVECOT DOUBLEMINT DRAGNET DRY 
DRYSTONE DUMB EAST-WIND EASY ECHO EGGPLANT EMBERS 
EUCALYPTUS EXILE FAIR FALLEN-OLIVES FARMER’S-CHEESE 
FERN FETA FIANCEE FIG FILTER FIREFLY FIREPLACE FISH-
HOOK FISH-SOUP FISHERMAN FISHING-LIGHTS FISHING-
LINE FISHING-NET FLAG FLASHLIGHT FLORINS FLOWERPOT 
FOAM FORTUNE-TELLING FOUNTAIN FRANKINCENSE FRAPPE 
FRESH FROST FUNERAL-WALK GARFISH GERANIUM GHOST 
GIRL GLARE GOAT GOOSEBERRY GRANDMA GRAPE GRASS GULL 
GUST HALTER HARE HARPOON HEDGE HELIOTROPE HIGH-
CEILING HIGH-SEA HOLY-WATER HONEYCAKE HONEY SUCKLE 
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HORSE-OF-THE-VIRGIN HURRICANE HYDRANGEA HYSSOP ICON 
INCENSE INDIAN-FIG ISTHMUS IVY JAR JASMINE JIB 
JUJUBE JUMPING-JACKS JUNE JULY KEEL KERCHIEF KILNS 
KISS LAMENT LAMPBLACK LAPPING LATCH LAVENDER LEMON-
TREE LICORICE LIGHT-HEARTED LIGHTHOUSE LIGHT-
SHADOWED LILY-OF-THE-SHORE LIMPET LITTLE-BELL 
LITTLE-STAIRS LIZARD LOBSTER LOCUST LOOM LOW WALL 
LUFF MAD MAGIC MALL MANDARIN MARINA MARZIPAN MAST 
MASTIC MAT MEDUSA MELON MEMORIAL MINT MISTRAL 
MONASTERY MOON MOORING MORNING-JOY MOSS MOTORBOAT 
MULETEER MULLET MUSCAT MUST MYRRH MYRTLE NARANJA 
NETTLES NOON NORTHEASTERLY NORTH-WIND OARS OCHRE 
OCTOPUS OFFERING OIL-LAMP OIL-PRESS OLD-MAN OLIVE 
OMELET ORANGE OREGANO ORION OUZO OVEN OZIER PAIL 
PALM-WEEK PAMPAS PARAPET PASS PEBBLE PELAGO PERCH 
PERPENDICULAR PETAL PEW PHILODENDRON PHYLACTERY 
PINE PINERESIN PINNA PISTACHIO PITCHER PLANE TREE 
PLANK PLEIADES PLUM POPPY PORT PRIME PROMISE PROW 
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PSALTER PUMICE QUAIL QUINCE RADISHES RASCAL RAVINE 
RED-EARTH RED-LEAD RED-MULLET RESIN ROPE ROSE 
ROSEBUSH ROSEMARY ROWLOCK RUINS SADDLE SAILS SALT 
SALUTATIONS SANDSTONE SAINT SCHOONER SCORPION SEA 
SEA-BIRD SEA-BREEZE SEA-CAVE SEA-FLOOR SEA-URCHIN 
SEAL SEAWEED SEINE SEPTEMBER SESAME SHACK SHEEPSKIN 
SHELL SHRIMP SHROUD SILVERED SIROCCO SISTER SLEEP 
SLIP SMALL-BRIDGE SMALLFRY SOURCE SOU’WESTERLY 
SPARROW SPINNINGWHEEL SPRIGHT SQUALL STALACTITE 
STARFISH STARLIGHT STERN STONE-SHIP STONE-SILL 
STORM STRAIT SUCH SUN SWALLOW SWORDFISH TASSEL 
TAXIARCH TENT TERRACED THREE-MASTED THRESHING-
GROUND TILLER TILLIA TOMATO TURPENTINE TURTLE-DOVE 
UNSPOKEN-WATER VESSEL VETERAN VINE LEAVES VINES 
VINEYARD VIPER VIRGIN WASH WATERMELON WATERSQUASH 
WAVE WEED WELL-WATER WESTERLY WHITEFISH WHITEWASH 
WILD-CHERRY WILD-DOVE WILD-GOAT WILD-PEAR WIND 
WINDMILL WOODBIND WOVEN YARD ZEPHYR ZUCCHINI 
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GRAVEYARD GRAVE FLIT CLIMBING GROVE TO SUBTRACTED 
DIGESTED DRAWN MAGNANIMOUS ENCLOSE THE-WAY-TO 
WEAVING ASLEEP PART SHIFTS APPROACHES ALONG NUDE 
EMBRACE OPEN CROWN UNLOAD PAY DEBT LIT TREMBLING 
FACING PASS CATCH WORKED SIEVE STARING APPEARED 
REDDISH BLACK&WHITE HEAT GAZE DULL LOST EMPIRE 
SHORN FINISHED STUDIES CHIMNEY TAKES TUNS LETS 
PICKS-UP DISCARDS SITS WATERS CONFUSE SERVED TROUGH 
LADLE SILTY SECOND START CORRODED ASUNDER HORN 
CLOT COMPREHENSION BLOWN LUNG FLAG COMPLICIT GONE 
REMAIN WASTING TREEWARD ORBITS SEALED NOW FALLOW 
BEAR WHIRL GOT FIERCELY LADEN OWE CARRY-OUT CLEARED 
CORONA DEPARTURE FRONT-WHEEL UNTANGLES ALTITUDE 
ASLANT SETS-ITSELF RUDDER DUSK ENGAGES COLLECTOR 
BEACONS FOR CAST EYELID CLOSE SPOOR STREW TOOK 
MOBBED SWARMS FOGGED-IN BLEEDS FOREKNOWLEDGE SHARE 
SHEDS RUSH SPREADS SNAPPED-OFF QUIBBLES TOAD 
GOBBLED-UP BOARDED SANK HIDE GOADED SCAB STRADDLE 
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TO-GO UNCHANGED STEPPING-STONE BEARD BREAK-IN THROW 
PREMONITION CHISELING ESCAPED RECITE MASS BLOWS 
LIVE SHAM REFLEX CUT SHEARS LOP TAKES BITE-OFF 
GATHERS CAUGHT CAST RINGED BECAME ENCIRCLED CARRIED 
DOMESTICATED CRANES MANTIS PULSE HEDGE GIVE-AWAY 
GROWN ADJOINS CLEAVES RIDDLE REELS LODE SPLINTER 
GO LAYS COMBS HARVESTING UNTILLED ACRE HECTARE 
CONTRITION SEEKING BLASTED CHARGED DISTRESS SQUATS 
SHOT PLUCKS INFECT FLICKER THROWS WASHED SPOKEN 
BESIEGED INCLUDES TORN UNDERSTANDS STARTLE ETCHED 
SWELLS RID SNOW SEW SWALLOW WHAT HERE&NOW ABYSS 
SWORN ORDER KNEELING CLEARS ANCHOR LEAVES STRANDED 
COPSE BED BURY DUNG CLAMP STACK FOSSE ACROSS REARED 
HUT BEAM COME ENSHRINED GO BROOD GREENED HANGS SKIPS 
CHEW BLOWN LUNGS STAFF CRESCENT LEAPT THROWN LEFT 
LURCH FILLS ITSELF HITCHED MARK COLORLESS SHAKES 
STRAYING HUMMING TAKE-CARE PLUNDERING DEFIANCE 
SUNDERED FOREHEAD MANE PENNANT DEVOUR ENDURE GUN 
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BARREL IMPATIENCE IN-SIGHT EXALTED HAIL DESPAIR 
STORM SUCCEEDS SILENCE MEASURE BETRAYAL SHACKLED 
CALVE EXPLOSIVES SPLINTERS NEED SERENE HEAP 
DEVOTION SILO HURLS HOISTS FLED BEYOND COME-FORTH 
USEFUL TEARING ROOTS CLATTER MUTINY DIVIDED GRAINS 
DIVE SHOT HATCHING SEARCH FATHOM BRUSHED HALT 
CERTAINTY DIES DESCENT SURVEY TAKE SIGN HAVE BEHIND 
UNFLINCHING CONJURE LEFT COMMANDEERED PAINSTAKING 
PLUNGES WHIR ARROW BOW CAPTURE COVER STRAINS 
LIFTING SPORE WEATHER FIST SURROUNDED LIGHT ROWED 
BENEDICTION WHY WHY WHY ANGLE VECTOR MEASUREMENT 
DEVICE ANALYZE CHROMATOGRAPH SPECTROGRAPH MICROSCOPE 
WITTGENSTEIN SEDUCE STAB PENETRATE FEVER BOYS GIRLS 
PEOPLE FIGURE WAR WARLIKE BATTLE BOMBING ATTACK 
TARGET MILITARY FERVOR MARCH WARGAME FIGHTERJET 
STEALTH-BOMBER BOMBARDIER MURDEROUS SERIAL-KILLER 
TRIAL INTERROGATE QUESTION CROSS-EXAMINE WITNESS 
BORDER BORDER-CROSSINGS DISPUTE ETHNIC RIVALRY 
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STRIFE CLASH NEWS FAMINE TRIBAL SMEAR SEMEN TEST 
EQUIPOISE HORSES ROAD FEEDER HEAP BRUSH EVOLUTION 
EVOLVE DARWIN GENETIC-DRIFT POPULATION PUNCTUATED-
EQUILIBRIUM SPECIATE FORMATION ADAPTIVE-RADIATION 
HONEYCREEPER DARWIN’S-FINCHES WEEVIL ACORN EPIPHYTE 
SICKLE-CELL TREE SNOW ICICLE BRANCH FALL TWILIGHT 
WIND STORM STUMP BUSH SHRUB SAPLING BLANKET COFFEE 
SWEATSHIRT TABLE LAMP SCISSORS PAINTING STOOL ROOF 
HOUSE WINDOW CURTAIN TRIM BRUSH-HEAP REFLECTION 
DROPLETS FROZEN THAW HEADLIGHTS CRASH SWERVE SLED 
KIDS SNOWBOUND HEAVY HELD DOOR DOORKNOB SHELF 
BIN BOX CUSHION CLOTH PILLOW LANDSCAPE STILL-LIFE 
PORTRAIT GENRE ROMANCE MYSTERY SCIENCE-FICTION 
FOLK-ART PRIMITIVE SELF-TAUGHT MALLOW ARTEMISIA 
SPIDERWORT VIOLA DEMILITARIZED CONTRABAND SILKWORM 
GIVEN DETAINED DUNE SWALE DUNE-SWALLOW KRISHNA 
PUNJAB BRACELET NOSE-RING HENNA HANDS REMNANT PITY 
PRIDE GIOTTO AFLAME BATTERED SOAKING SHAKEN BEATEN 
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BORN FEAR VOWS RUSTY PROFLIGATE CARP SUCKLING 
WEDDED INGOT ASH TIPPED FLASK DIFFICULTY EDGE 
ROARING DRAGON SWIMMING TAI-CHI ITSELF DID-YOU 
I-DON’T MAKE-ALLOWANCES PUBLIC BOSNIA CHINA TIBET 
REFUGE REFUGEE RAFT HAITI ESCAPE DIMINISH COUP 
NEWS FLOOD EARTHQUAKE WINTER CROCUS FEEDER CRUSH 
REBELLION DISSIDENT OPPOSITION POISE MOBILE PEAKED 
WORKED LADDERED ALMOST PELTS RIND SLUG SNAILS 
PILLBUGS EARTHWORM WOLF-SPIDER HORNWORM INCHWORM 
SWALLOWTAIL GOLDFINCH RACCOON SKUNK POSSUM COYOTE 
WOLF WOLVERINE PANGOLIN AGOUTI LEMUR POPULATION 
WOMAN SWITCHBOX CIRCUIT-BOARD TELEPHONE-WIRE SCREEN 
PITCH EOHIPPUS TRICERATOPS DIET PEPSI CHILDREN 
MEN WOMEN TRIBES HERDS FAMILIES VILLAGES WORKERS 
HERDSMAN ACTOR POET LINESMAN PLUMBER ELECTRICIAN 
PAINTER DANCER BARTENDER MASSEUSE WEAVER POTTER 
SECRETARY NURSE WATER-CARRIER BAKER COOK ALCHEMIST 
PRIEST CHIEF ECONOMICAL REASON JUSTICE-OF-THE-
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PEACE NOTARY VICARIOUS BEARER HARP-PLAYER PHYSICIAN 
DOCTOR LAWYER MERCHANT NATION NATIONALIST REVOLUTION 
GREY-GREEN APPLE-GREEN TARTAN GREY-LILAC WHITISH 
MARBLE-WHITE WHITE-SAND ROSE PERFORATE SWATCHES 
MOSS-GREEN BRANCH-GREEN IRIDESCENT LICHEN-BLUE SEPIA 
ULTRAMARINE SEA-GREEN WINE-DARK BLUE-LIGHT YELLOW-
LIGHT WHITE-LIGHT PURPLISH BRUISE-COLOR SHADING HUE 
POPPY-RED NIGHT-BLUE IRIS-BLUE WHITEPEONY FIELD-
YELLOW OCHRE RED-EARTH YELLOW-EARTH SOIL BLACK-DIRT 
LAMP-YELLOW PEACHY MUDDY-COLORS MUCK-GREEN GREEN-
BROWN FLUSH BLUSH LEAD-WHITE RICE-GREEN BARK GILDED 
PEAR-GREEN OLIVE-BLACK PLUM DUSKY HUSKY JASMINE 
MIMOSA ORANGEBLOSSOM BUTTER-YELLOW ANEMONE RAW MERE 
ICONIC NEGATION SCARRED FURROW DUNG BERRY-BLACK PINK 
PURPLE-FIG ANEMONE FISH-ORANGE TILE-RED YELLOW-
GREEN BLUE-GREEN RED-ORANGE RED-BROWN BLUE-BLACK 
PURPLE-BLUE RED-VIOLET VIOLET-BLACK BLUE-BLACK 
GREEN-BLACK YELLOW-BROWN LIGHT-BLUE LIGHT-YELLOW 
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LIGHT-BROWN LIGHT-RED LIGHT-GREY BLOND BRUNETTE 
SPLEEN LIVER KIDNEY TONIC ASTRAGALUS DONG-QUAI 
TALC-WHITE BOMBED SHELLED BROKEN DESTROYED TORN 
WHITE-RICE RACY SLICK CERAMIC ROOSTER CHICKEN 
CROWING STALK CHICKEN-WIRE KITCHEN BLOUSE HOUSEDRESS 
GAUGUIN RIMBAUD DIMANCHE DEDUCE SEDUCE EDUCATE 
INVERTEBRATE PARROT-FISH REEF CORAL ANEMONE 
BRAIN-CORAL IMMENSE BRICK-DUST PHOSPHOR ETERNAL 
UNDULATIONS THRUSH HINGE FILINGS DAILY VERY GAIT 
GRAVEL NOTHING DENY SLUGGED BABIES SWEET-TOOTH 
WHITE-MARBLE HIPS CRADLE HOLLAND LILACS MIND WANING 
TOOTHBRUSH UNDERBRUSH WANTON RIDDLE LESSON EARLY-
MORNING DAYBREAK MID-AFTERNOON DUSK NOON EVENING 
MID-DAY LATE LATER EARLY-NIGHT LATE-NIGHT FOG 
INTENT WILLING ARGUING FOOLISH TRANSITION COMMON 
BLACK-TEA GREEN-TEA BANCHA GINGER-TEA LOCATION 
PROVINCETOWN CAPE-COD COMMERCIAL CAPE PROVINCELANDS 
EXPRESS MAPLE BIRDBATH DAFFS GARDENIA LABIAL 
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PALATAL SPICED KISS GRAVE SECRET BOUGHS HONEY 
CHAFES V-NECK CREW KNEE-DEEP SPRIG PROSE PRACTICE 
TRIFLE LAKE SANDY STONY GRAZE MANY PLEDGE RESPITE 
BLACK FORCED CHIMES SLOPE SCANDAL VAT SHUTTERS 
STROBE LUNGS HIKE MILKY FLEA-MARKET HOOP RIM SPOKE 
SALT BIKED LINGERIE GIDDY ATTACK SURROUND SHELLING 
JOHN CAGE MERCE CUNNINGHAM CELAN RILKE ODYSSEAS 
ELYTIS GREECE FRANCE VILLEFRANCHE-SUR-MER FISHING-
BOATS NETS FID FIDDLE DAPPLE WATCH STOP STORY 
THREAD GALVANIZED FILINGS TEST URCHIN PARK CANYON 
BADLAND RED TABLE MESA PUEBLO NATIVE PARADISE 
CONCENTRATION BODILY SECRET OUT-DONE SLIP SIP 
SIMMER SOUL SOLD SOLE SINGLE STAR-MAP RASP MALLET 
BRANCHES BOOMERANG KANGAROO DINGO KOALA WALLABY 
WOMBAT VELDT TREK COMMANDO WILDEBEEST AARDVARK 
CHOCOLATE TOMATO POTATO LLAMA PUMA TOTEM POWWOW 
PAPOOSE SQUAW CAUCUS MOCCASIN POTLATCH HOGAN TEPEE 
TOBOGGAN WIGWAM QUAHOG HICKORY PECAN PERSIMMON 
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TAMARACK HOMINY HOOCH FIREWATER POKEWEED SEQUOIA 
SQUASH PONE BAYOU PEMMICAN SUCCOTASH CHIPMUNK 
CARIBOU MOOSE MUSKRAT OPOSSUM RACCOON SKINK TERRAPIN 
WOODCHUCK SAFFRON MATTRESS ADMIRAL HASART COTTON 
HENNA CAMPHOR ALEMBIC ALCHEMY ELIXIR ALKALI ZENITH 
ALMANAC AZIMUTH CIPHER GIZMO SYRUP ANTIMONY ALCORAN 
MOSQUE SUMAC BEDOUIN REBECK SASH ALGEBRA MONSOON 
BARD SLOGAN BOG BLARNEY SHAMROCK COLLEEN BROGUE 
GALORE CLAN LOCK PTARMIGAN JUNKER LOBBY CAROUSE 
PLUNDER SABER ZINC HAMSTER COBALT SHALE QUARTZ 
FELDSPAR GNEISS NICKEL MEERSCHAUM WALTZ ZIGZAG 
ICEBERG POODLE SPITZ DACHSHUND ZITHER LEITMOTIV 
YODEL PROTEIN PARAFFIN OHM POLTERGEIST RUCKSACK 
SEMESTER KINDERGARTEN SEMINAR POKER BUM LOAFER 
FRESH NIX OUCH PHOOEY BUB HAUSFRAU WUNDERKIND SPIEL 
CHRISTMASTIME SEMESTER SEMINAR NOODLE SAUERKRAUT 
PRETZEL LAGER FRANKFURTER HAMBURGER LIVERWURST 
SAUERBRATEN PUMPERNICKEL SCHNITZEL DELICATESSEN 
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SNITS ZWIEBACK STOLLEN DUNK BAKE HOW COOKBOOK HOWL 
ECOLOGY GABFEST CHECK HOLD-ON HOODLUM KLUTZ RIFLE 
SCRAM SLIM-CHANCE GESUNDHEIT SCHNAPPS STANDPOINT 
WANDERLUST ANTHOLOGY BIBLE BAROMETER CATASTROPHE 
CHEER CYCLONE ELASTIC IDIOT MAGIC TACTICS TANTALIZE 
HOI-POLLOI TATTOO TABOO LEI ATOLL MUUMUU POI 
UKULELE SARONG AMEN HOSANNA MANNA RABBI SABBATH 
SATAN SERAPHIM CHERUBIM SAPPHIRE BABEL BEHEMOTH 
LEVIATHAN BABEL SHIBBOLETH JUBILEE KOSHER SHEKEL 
TORAH KIBBUTZ HALLELUJAH SHOFAR PAPRIKA GOULASH 
COACH PANTHER GINGER PEPPER SANDAL GURU PUNDIT 
NABOB PUNCH CHINTZ MONGOOSE DUNGAREE COT BUNGALOW 
JUGGERNAUT TOMTOM MUGGER BANDANA JUTE SARI CHIT 
MYNAH JINGLE SHAMPOO PUTTEE CASHMERE THUG PAJAMAS 
GAZELLE DUMDUM LOOT DINGHY POLO CHUTNEY ZEN LOOT 
KAYAK IGLOO MALUK ALARM MILLION DUCAT FLORIN BRIGAND 
BARK TUNNY RASE NUNCIO ARTISAN DOGE MAGNIFICO 
MOUNTEBANK UMBRELLA GONDOLA CARNIVAL MUSTACHIO 
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ATTACK CAVALIER MUSKET SQUADRON BATTALION CITADEL 
BANKRUPT CONTRABAND CARAT CORNICE PEDESTAL PIAZZA 
STUCCO PORTICO GROTTO BALCONY CORRIDOR SENTINEL 
CATACOMB DADO CONCERT MADRIGAL VIOLA-DA-GAMBA FUGUE 
PASTEL FRESCO VOLCANO SONNET STANZA CANTO CAPRICE 
REGATTA LAGOON BALLOON MUSLIN MERCANTILE RISK OPERA 
SERENADE SONATA SPINET LARGO PIANO INTAGLIO PROFILE 
VISTA MINIATURE CARTOON CHIAROSCURO BURLESQUE 
GHETTO INCOGNITO BROCCOLI SKETCH CASINO MAFIA 
VENDETTA MALARIA INFLUENZA BRONZE AREA LAVA BRACCIA 
TRAVERTINE MEZZANINE FIGURINE SOPRANO TROMBONE 
VIOLA CANTATA TRIO CONCERTO ARIA VIOLIN QUARTET 
FINALE ANDANTE ADAGIO CRESCENDO TEMPO BRAVO PICCOLO 
PRIMA-DONNA SEXTET SCHERZO CONTRAPUNTAL FIASCO 
IMBROGLIO TIRADE SPAGHETTI PASTA LASAGNA TORTONE 
SPUMONI TUTTI-FRUTTI ANTIPASTO MINESTRONE CHIANTI 
PROVOLONE KIMONO KARATE JUDO TYCOON KAMIKAZE 
SUKIYAKI SAMURAI HARA-KIRI HAIKU HAIBUN KABUKI 
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GEISHA SAKE NISEI RAGA LEMMING TUNDRA BANTAM KAPOK 
CALICO MANGO COPRA CURRY COOLIE PARIAH JUNK ATOLL 
TEAK KETCHUP BAMBOO GONG ORANGOUTAN FETISH CASTE 
ANACONDA CATAMARAN MULLIGATAWNY KIWI MAKO TIGER 
PARADISE PARD SCARLET CHESS CHECKMATE CHECKERS 
AZURE SALAMANDER TAFFETA ARSENIC ROC MUMMY SPINACH 
JASMINE LILAC SEERSUCKER KHAKI SCIMITAR BAZAAR 
SHAWL LEMON DIVAN VAN CARAVAN APRICOT MOLASSES 
MARMALADE VERANDAH JUNK CUSPIDOR RUBLE CZAR KVASS 
SABLE MAMMOTH KNOUT CRAVAT UKASE VODKA DROSHKY 
ASTRAKHAN SAMOVAR MAZURKA POLKA TROIKA STEPPE 
POGROM BOLSHEVIK COMMISSAR SOVIET INTELLIGENTSIA 
KULAK ROBOT SPUTNIK BABUSHKA STEAK KNIFE LAW GAIN 
BIRGH DIRT FELLOW GUESS LEG LOAN SEAT SISTER 
SLAUGHTER THRIFT TRUST WANT WINDOW FLAT ILL LOOSE 
LOW ODD TIGHT WEAK CALL DIE EGG GET LIFT RID SAME 
SCARE THROUGH TILL BOTH HUSBAND SKIN HIT HAPPY 
ROTTEN UGLY WRONG FELL BERIBERI TOURMALINE CORK 
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CASK ANCHOVY SHERRY SPADE GALLEON GRENADE ARMADA 
COMRADE SOMBRERO CANNIBAL NEGRO IGUANA ALLIGATOR 
ARMADILLO SASSAFRAS SARSAPARILLA MOSQUITO BANANA 
CARGO DESPERADO MATADOR LIME EMBARGO PARADE GUITAR 
SIESTA PEON CHINCHILLA COCKROACH VANILLA BARRACUDA 
AVOCADO BARBECUE TORTILLA PLAZA TEN-GALLON-HAT 
CHAPS SERAPE PONCHO ADOBE CAFETERIA PATIO PLAZA 
PUEBLO BREEZE BUCKAROO CHAPARRAL CINCH CORRAL 
HACIENDA LARIAT LASSO MACHETE RANCH RIATA RODEO 
STAMPEDE WRANGLER ALFALFA MARIJUANA MESQUITE YUCCA 
BRONCO BUFFALO BURRO BARRACUDA BONITO POMPANO 
COYOTE MUSTANG PALOMINO PINTO CHILE ENCHILADA 
FRIJOLE JERKY MESCAL PINON-NUTS TACO TAMALE TEQUILA 
CALABOOSE HOOSEGOW VIGILANTE INCOMMUNICADO ARROYO 
CANYON MESA SIERRA COUCH CREOLE JUNTA MULATTO 
FIESTA FILIBUSTER HOMBRE LOCO MARINA MOSEY PRONTO 
RUMBA SAMBA SAVVY STEVEDORE TORNADO VAMOOSE ABYSS 
ACRE EDEN TURBAN TULIP YOGURT CAVIAR HORDE FEZ 
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VAMPIRE OOOF SHHH SLUFF TREMBLE SHIRR WITHER 
WHISTLE SHUFFLE RUSTLE SLAP BAM! POW! ZING TAP 
FLUTTER CREAK GROAN UHN FALTER CHIRP TRILL SHUSH 
CRASH BIRD-SOUND WAVE-SOUND CALL CRY EEP ARGH MOAN 
MUMBLE MUTTER STUTTER RING TING ROAR ZOOM BARK 
BRAY SIGH OOO OH MUSICAL ATONAL DISCORDANT PUNGENT 
AROMATIC ONION-SMELL FLOWER-SMELL BEACH-SMELL BRINE 
SPICE COOKING-SMELLS BAKING FLAVOR SCENT AROMA 
CINNAMON BREAD DAMP-WOODS RAIN-SMELL SHIT SWEAT 
SOFT CORRUGATED RUMPLY RIGID SMOOTH ROUGH SANDPAPERY 
PLASTICKY GOOPY YIELDING HARD WARM COOL COLD FRIGID 
LUKEWARM FINGERING SOUNDS ARE ACTIVE VERBS TOUCH IS 
PASSIVE ADJECTIVES SMELL IS FULL OF NOUNS AVUNCULAR 
TACIT TORPID TEETH SPOON CAPSIZE PERPETUITY GOSPEL 
AVOWALS INVASION OCCUPATION INCIDENT HOMICIDE 
STABBING BATTERED BEATEN ABUSE ABHORRENT ABNEGATE 
ANOTHER MISUSE NEWSPAPER TV REPORT UPI ANAL ANALYST 
COMMENTATOR MACNEIL-LEHERER NEWS-HOUR HUSBAND BROOD-
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MARE AMNIOCENTESIS CAT-SCAN MRI WASTING ULTRASOUND 
PREGNANT FETUS MAMMARY BREAST MILKY SOUR STOCK 
SWEATER DOMESTIC COUCH LAMP TABLE KITCHEN-LIGHT 
FLUORESCENT INCANDESCENT CAMERA BOOK PICTURE BOWL 
PLATE KNIFE FORK SILVERWARE CUP GLASS PAN POT 
BURNER STOVE OVEN COUNTER CUTTING-BOARD CLEAVER SEW 
KNIT WEAVE KNITTING-NEEDLES DINNER LUNCH BREAK FAST 
QUICK SLOP CEREAL GRAIN BREAD TOAST JAM MARMALADE 
TREE LEAF TWIG BRANCH APPLE FRUIT FLOW EARLY SITTER 
CHAIR SHELF SPREAD CLOTH SWITCH BEAM TRACK-LIGHT 
CARPET RUG FRAME BOX MAGAZINE BOOKMARK DISH DISH-
SOAP SCISSOR BEAD HORN BIN DOOR STATUE PLUG PRUNE 
CARRY PILE BUILD WALL STONE DEBRIS TUFT FEEDER 
SHOVEL TROWEL SAW DRILL GLOVE DIRT HEAVY LIGHT 
AWKWARD PICKUP DRAFT MAN TRASH HAUL DOG PANTS SWEAT 
HAT COLLAR SLEEVE LOG STOMACH BELT POCKET CORD 
HANDLE HATE JADED ANNOYANCE HAIRCUT BAG ANGRY YELL 
STOP WHINE WHIMPER FIGHT CONFLICT ARGUE DISCUSSED 
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STEP LOAD STAND THREE TOGETHER ROW LINE PAL FRIEND 
FLIGHT PLANE POLE STICK MAT WET SOAKED LIT TENDER 
TAUT TIGHTEN SWAY SHEETS BLANKET PILLOW UNMADE 
WASHER DRYER TUMBLE-DRY LET-IT TELL-ME WHY-NOT WHY 
AND-SO THEN OVER-AND-UNDER NEARBY AWAY FAR-FROM 
NEXT-TO ACROSS-FROM WHAT-WE ROBED MILITARY TRAVEL 
CANNON QUANYIN JEEP DRIVER INCURSION EPISODE SHOOT 
STAB WARN COVER UNDERCOVER AGENT TERRORIST NORTH 
KOREA MALL STORE SHOP COMMERCE PAY COINS DOLLARS 
INAUSPICIOUS BATHING SPRING(WATER) HOTSPRING MINERAL 
MORNING LETTER WISHFUL AMPUTATION WHEAT EXPLODING 
AMBASSADORS CANCELED BOUGHT MOCKED PARODIED HAIRLESS 
TEN-THOUSAND BRUTAL WAR RATS FALL THUD SILT UPDRAFT 
ELSEWHERE LONG SANE SHOULD-HAVE HUNCH ANVILS DERIDE 
SCORN SMELL ERRANDS PINS BEAR LIMB BIRDLESS IRONY 
DYING TALLER SPORT EMERGED IMMERSED NO-MATTER-WHAT 
BARELY BOUND SEAWARD UNWARPED DOUGH IN-LINE 
KEELS SALTED WITHOUT-WHICH WALL-TO-WALL INTEGUMENT 
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OPINE MICROTONAL CLARIFY SOPHOCLES BRISTLE LAMENT 
SWEET SWEAT SWEET&SOUR LIMESTONE PIGMENT ENDLESS 
COLUMN LIGHT SOLSTICE ENLIGHTENED TRANSLUCENT MOON 
ELECTRICITY EGG CANDLE SWEET LIGHT ILLUMINATE LUMEN 
HONEY LIGHTLY LUMINOUS PHOSPHOR PHOSPHORESCENT DAWN 
TWILIGHT LAMP FIRE FLAME LAMPLIT ETERNAL LIGHT DAY 
GLOW SHIMMER EVANESCENT REFLECTION MIRROR REFLECT 
BRIGHT BRIGHTEN SUN STAR TRAVEL HERB SUNFLOWER 
HELIOTROPE FACE CURRY ORANGE YELLOW LEMON LIGHT 
YEAR AWAKEN AMBER SLEEP DARK MOONSHINE MOONGLOW SEA 
SMOKE CLOUDLESS TIGER EYE OIL FOIL OIL LAMP SHINE 
FLASH SPARK STRIKE MATCH FUEL EMBER COAL IGNITION 
FESTIVAL EMBRACE CORIANDER ATMOSPHERE ALTITUDE RAY 
BEAM DIRECTION SALT TEMPER BURN EYES SKIN HEAT 
LIT STRUCK LIGHTNING BOLT CINNAMON BLIND DAZE 
SHADE SMILE ORBIT SPIN SHIP SAIL SOLAR SOL LUNAR 
APPETITE REST EVENTIDE TIDAL BEACH SAND BEECH 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS PHOTOGRAPH LENS APERTURE EXPOSURE 
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IRIS RETINA CYMBAL SYMBOLIC ASPIRE SEAT WARMTH WARM 
COAGULATE BLOOD FAT FATTED COOL PAUSE PREPARATION 
HIBERNATE SLEEP HABITAT MUSIC RED AUBURN ACCENTUATE 
SENSUOUS METER TRAVEL DESTINATION WHERE ARE WE GOING 
RAIN FILTERED VENETIAN BLINDS VEIL CURTAIN ICE INK 
BOAT GREEN PURPLISH RED BLUE HAZE TURNING MORE 
EIGHT QUARTERS INTRICATE LAYERS MUSIC RADIATION 
LAKEFRONT LEGS HERD MUDDY MUSKY MUSTY VELDT BRONZE 
SORROWING CONTENT DAMN GRACKLE CYMBAL THIMBLE MOOD 
TAPPED EGG STUFFING STRINGING SLEET BURGLAR MEN 
PISSED-OFF FIELD-DAY WOMEN UH-OH NUDGING TELEPHONE 
RUTTING STADIUM BROOD RIGHTEOUS CHINA CHINESE 
PHONE-BOOK BUS-STOP WEALTH THERMOSTAT LIGHT-SWITCH 
FLUORESCENT UV INDONESIAN RABID AMOK EMBARRASS 
REASON CARELESS CARDS EXIT RESTROOMS SCRAPED 
TILLING FILLING SCAB NEWSPAPER CIGARETTE CLOG 
SLIPPER SANDAL BOOT MULE HIGHTOP HIGHHEEL YEARN 
SHOELACE STILETTOHEEL WORKBOOTS EYEGLASSES VISE TOY 
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LEASH SNATCH THERE ARE NO WORDS FOR PARTICULARS 
SHAME BROTHERS HELPLESS ONCE ONCE ONCE ONCE GLORY 
WONDROUS UNTIL SINCE BEFORE WHEN THERE-WAS THE 
ANXIETY OF INFINITY ORDERED FACIAL VOICES AMPLIFY 
TEXTURE CALM REPOSE FAULT VULGAR FLAME LAQUERWARE 
DEPTH INDIAN MUTED BOX DESK SHELVES RAYS CANDLE 
LANTERN SPACIOUS EAVES CALLIGRAPHY SCROLL ALCOVE 
MOUNTING INK FRAGILE STOREHOUSE HALLWAYS ROOM 
HANGING ARRANGEMENT BALANCE STROKES INVISIBLE 
CLARITY TINGE SHADOWS HAND ARM TEETH MOUTH EAR 
JAWLINE BROW BREASTED CHEEK NAVEL INNER-ARM WRIST 
FINGER THUMB FINGERNAIL GRIP FEEL BAY FILTER PANELS 
SURFACE STANDS DILUTE UNCERTAINTY LUMINESCENCE FILM 
FEELING TECHNIQUE SIMPLE YEARS THREADS SILVER GOLD 
BROCADE PRIEST OLD NOH COSTUMES WELL-LIT CHANGING 
RISING REST LIFTED FACE MASK ROLE FAIR-SKINNED CHILD 
RED FLUSH SKIN KABUKI GLOSS EVER-SINCE IN-THOSE 
AND-ALWAYS IF-WE-KNEW I-SUPPOSE CONSIST PAIR-OF-
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HANDS RANK FLAT BOARD HIPS BUTTOCKS ASS PHYSIQUE 
STICK SUBSTANCE POLE PRAISE HIDDEN CONCEALING 
PATINA BURNISH UNSANITARY PITCH TRANSPARENT FEET 
TOES TOENAIL CLIPPING GASLIGHT OFFENDS COAT BELOW 
PURE WAVERING TANGIBLE SMALL FOG ARISTOCRAT ASHEN 
SOAKED ELECTRIC TENFOLD COLLAR FOLDS WASTE INNS 
HOTELS TRAINS CANCELED REFRESH BLAZE BALLS HOT 
DEVOID RED PILLARS MOSAIC IRAQI OIL-FIRES SAKE 
SALMON LEAF PERSIMMON MOISTURE BITE-SIZE BEGIN AND-
SO-AS THE-SAME-IS-TRUE-OF WHENEVER FAR-OFF PILLOW 
BEDDING GRASS BOWL STILL CONTEMPLATION STANCE 
SUBSTANCE COLOR REVEALED ANYONE AS-I TRADITIONAL 
CAMPHOR INDULGE ENTERTAIN FLOWER-BOMBS HORSE MARE 
GELDING STALLION RIDE CANTER TROT SADDLE SNUFFLE 
WITHERS GREETS LAUGHS LEADING THE-NEXT BENEATH DIVE 
STENCILED WORLD PRESENT GIFT CONE DRIZZLED COFFEE 
EMPTY PERFECTLY STRICT DIGEST VISITING MEN COW 
CALF HARD LOST PLUME DOG BARKING TOBACCO SPOKE 
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SURE BELONG RECORDER RINGS PASTURES SIGN ATTENTION 
FABRICS ROOTS WHORLED SWEPT CORRIDOR ENOUGH IT-IS-
NOT FOLLOWS SAILED WINDOWS HARM BRASS PITY CHARITY 
HOPE TUGS SLAG HUSBAND STATUES INGOT HARDER CLEARER 
TIDE SASH INHALED HERE THIS-MORNING BODY MOUTHPIECE 
FOR-HOURS JARS LINEN IRON GOLD STARTLE DOCILE KNEELS 
OFFER BEAR BORN GESTURE BULK SAINTS FALLS MAPPED 
KINGDOM RULER TUNELESS TILED SHIFTING STRANDS RULER 
MUTABLE PLOWS YES HEARING CALL COUNTING BETWEEN 
PRECEDES ALLOWS STEADILY CIDER LOOSE OAT KNOW 
RETURNING TODAY BOUNDLESS DAMP RINSED WHITENED 
GALLOP RIDGE LEGGED COMING-IN PUPA AXIS DAM COMPASS 
POINTS UDDERS GUARD ESCAPES STILL FORAGE DRAPE 
CRUSH GLAZE FLANK BURNISH GONE PLEASE RESTLESS 
DILATE SEEN CONTINUES MAIL-ORDER GIVE BLESSING 
RIVET SHOCK STILLS FREE SINKS BECOMING WOOING CHAR 
CHOSEN DAZE CAUGHT MOMENT RECALL BONES CURVED 
CLAWS TEMPERATE SHIES LAID SCRIBBLE BLACK NECKLACE 
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CHALK RUIN HEAT GLAZED CHIP PAINT FOUND EVEN GILLS 
FLOODED LENGTH RAIN FALLING FILL SILENCE DARK JADE 
MUTTONFAT MASTERS DETAILS SHOWS SPILL BAKER NAME 
WATER KNOT STERNUM HINGE KNEE EYE SWIM NET HOLD 
TONGUES JEALOUS ENDLESS FRAGRANCE TAKE KINDNESS 
IMPOSSIBLE THIEF HEAT SCREEN FIGURE IT-MUST-BE 
INTENT LITERAL MINI BASE LIPS PHOTO PERFECT SWELL 
SELF LIFE CHERRIES MIND BIGGER WHERE-ONCE I’VE-BEEN 
CROOKED DEAD FOREIGN HUMID DOOR BLOWN BRIDGE GREEN 
BRAZIER TV COPPER ILLUSION GENIUS ACCIDENT PROJECT 
POSTURE BALLS SPEECH SCRATCHED ALPHABET ADMIRE 
GOD COLUMNS GREEK SWANS MISSING SEPARATE LUCKY 
AROUND CENTURIES ALKALINE CIVILIAN PEBBLE HURLED 
SECONDS ROWS NEW SHIELD MADLY NEWLYWED BROKEN-INTO 
PERPETUAL REMEMBER PORT BELIEVING ENTRY NOW POLICED 
DESERT SUBVERSIVE VISITING COMPUTER REMINISCE 
SMELLED PRESS LIFTING JETS WAR GLOBE METEOROLOGIST 
FLESHY DRY HOT MEDITERRANEAN FLICKERED FADE ANCHORED 
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GODSEND AFTER THOUGH SO THERE-WAS THERE-WERE WE-SAT 
BACKS BERRIES DON’T CLOSE STOPS NOTHING HAYSTACK 
UBIQUITOUS CUTS BUDGES MASSED CAVE CHURCH PROFFER 
CAT THOUGHTLESS ON OUT DRUNK LAKE YOUTH QUEER 
AWAKE GRUNT KILLER SENTIMENTAL VAGRANT RASH SORROW 
THOUGHTS STOP GREASY ACCEPT SHARE AVARICE ERRORS 
PARENT NET PADDLE MARINE DEBUTANTE ACTOR MAGNETISM 
CASE POPE COUNTRY COMMUNIST FREE PACIFIC SPERM 
JEANS FINISHES ANGLE GODDESS TWIST INDULGENCE 
GORGED BROKE-UP URNS CHAIRS PANELS CLEFT BUTTON 
UP OUT X-RATED CAGE CLOTHES SERVICEABLE STORM 
CHALKY MILK TEMPORAL ENCHANTED BETTER WORSE TO 
DIPPED EXPLODED FORGIVES GONE FOR VIEW AREN’T 
FATES SWEET NUDE BOARD ONTO STEADY RIDDLE FORBIDDEN 
NICK HOMESICK CLAY PERHAPS SCALE POSING PITCHED 
PEARS GRAPES FIGS FUSSES HAND-BLOWN PAUNCH OFF 
GRAIN ELK TULE-ELK POINT REYES CHAPARRAL EUCALYPTUS 
GRASS-HILLS QUESTIONS AWE DISCOVERED UNCOVERED BOW 
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CUSHION AD MOWER DRILL NEON LEAD DIED BEACHFRONT 
ANGEL SEXUAL DARKENED NOBLY COASTLINE UMBRELLA PINE 
IRREVERSIBLE HEADLAND AS PLACED TOGETHER DRAWER 
SQUEAK UTENSIL SPOON STIR POT SOUP TIRED WHEN DONE 
BUDDHIST ZENLY HALL CEILING PLASTER CORNER GOD COLD 
UNDULATE SHIMMER PULSE THANK-YOU BELIEVING WAVES 
CRATER WINDLESS PORRIDGE GLASSY BOARD SURF WET 
JELLYFISH EEL MIKVAH CISTERN WELL FOUNTAINS WATER-
WHEEL NORIA CANAL WATER-SCREW AQUEDUCT VIADUCT 
IRRIGATION-DITCHES CHANNELS DRAINS CANALS SEWERS 
DAMS PIPES TAPS HYDRANT WATER-TOWER SWIMMING-POOL 
SHOWER BATH SINK TOILET DISPLACE SOURCE IMMERSION 
ACID-RAIN RAINWATER PURIFY IMPERMANENCE ICE WANING 
PORPOISING BREAK SHORE ETHNICITIES FREEWAYS PARKING-
LOT JAMMED CINEMA CINEMATIC MOVIE SCREEN AFTER-
HOURS COFFEE-SHOP UDON UNAGI SENSIBLE RICE LEAFLESS 
EVER EVER-SINCE SINCE ONCE UPON ONCE-UPON-A-TIME 
FAIRYTALE HIROSHIMA NAGASAKI 3-MILE CHERNOBYL 
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COOLING-TOWER MILK-EEL HEEL SPUR BUNION ARCH WRIST 
GLAND CUP MUG SHELF HAMMER NAIL SCREW EYE HOOT PEG 
HOOK DRILL BOLT WENT WILL TOUCHED STRUCK POWERED 
FLIPPED FLUNG HELD HORRIFIED RECOMBINANT DURING 
DURATION TIME WHILE WALL SURROUND SURRENDER GLUE-
LIGHT HOPPER PAINT PACE EFFEMINATE MINYAN 
ANUS SPHINCTER KNUCKLES EARLOBE INNER-EAR SOLE 
SALE PRICE BRANDNAME BUY RING-UP COUNTER CASH 
CASH-REGISTER COUNT CHANGE BAG SHOPPING CART 
SUPERMARKET 800-NUMBER ARREST GANG WARFARE 
WARFARIN POISON ALLEGED HOTLINE REGION BORDERLINE 
PSYCHO SCHIZOPHRENIC ATTITUDE MIND FLEECE HEROINE 
PROSTITUTE WHORE ARTILLERY TARGETING BRIDAL VOWELS 
COLLECT ENCOUNTERING APPEAR PLAY ACT BREAK ENLIGHTEN 
MISS COUGH TURN ACHED SOFTEN HOLD CARRIED DABBLE 
MAKE INFUSE OPEN CLOSE LOOK RUN WALKING STEP TYPE 
THINK ENTER PLUNGE SWAM LAY LOSE SNORT SPORTED 
SHUFFLE FIDGET LEAVING COHABIT SUSTAIN VIOLATE 
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CHECK HELP DIAGNOSE WASH SMOOTHING TURN REVERSING 
STOP CHOP HOP HOPE HYPE REGARD TRY LIVE FLOW GO 
PITCH SWING JIVE JIGGLE THREW MADE FILL WRITTEN 
WAKE SLEEP FALL LET TRUST SKIM INTERRUPTS RECORDED 
TARGET TRAIN EXPOSE PRACTICE FLEX FOUND CARE 
OPPRESS GIVE RENDER START BEGIN GAVE SAW HAVE 
TAKING STAND TELL BREATHES FORGET SAYING MEET MET 
HAVEN’T DEPRESS CLEAN FLEW TWIST COMFORT CONFORM 
COVER COOLED DIE WELCOME OFFER PRESENTING EMBRACE 
CLUTCH DONE IMAGINE ASKING SERENADED GETTING FUSING 
REFUSING CHANNELED TORTURING PROTECT PRAY KEEP 
DISTRIBUTE SPARED WANTED LOVED KNOW NEEDS KEEP 
WALLING POLISH ABLE PRONOUNCE GOES-OUT RETURNS CALL 
DREAMT FED ALONG GREET SUFFER ALLOW PERMIT FORBID 
ENDED SHUT SLAMS STICK-IN LIFT SEPARATING WAKE-UP 
REVIVE CUT PUSH LIGHTEN TRIED CHASTEN EAT FIX HEAVE 
TROT RUN SHOOT SHOT STAB BEHAVE PULL REST FOLLOW 
INITIATE JAILING BECAME SHARE PAINT BREAK-AGAINST 
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COME-UPON DESTROY SEEK MASTERING RAPE PLEASING 
INCITE UTTER SPLIT CUTTING DRESS PASS BURN DOWN 
RECEIVE FLOWERING BUDDED BUILD PLANTING ROLLED 
SHRIVELED HUNG LIT SHELVED SLID LEAN SPRAY SCRUBBING 
CHANGE-PLACE CUT CLOSING STREAMED LIVED THINK 
ABANDON OBEY LEAD DISCOVER EXTEND TAKEN ESCAPE 
RESPIRE FEEL BITE HIT SWALLOW CHEW REVEAL EXHAUST 
SHINE SPANK TRANSFIGURE REDEEMING QUIVER SETTING 
ARISE INFLAME RESPOND CONTINUE WRONGING BEGUN 
ACCEPT WISH SOUNDING BROKEN-OFF ACTING-OUT SET 
TASTE STEEPS KNEW WITHDREW DRAW TO-COME CAME SWEEP 
BEND STAND-OUT TELL SPEAK WORK HOSTING SAWING 
DRILLING SPREADING EXCEED SWADDLE PREVENT GIVE-
BIRTH BIRTHED TO-CROWN DEFECATE PISS COME EXHUME 
BODILY ANOINT ACTING NETTED RELEASE DRANK SAVE 
SIT UNFOLD FOLDING PLEATING COMMIT PREPARE DERIVE 
PUT HONORED MEETING TURNING-BACK SATURATE FORMING 
HAMMERING SINGING SOUGHT BEATEN CAMOUFLAGE PROBE 
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OPENING SAILED SELECTING PARSE ENGINEERING ENVISION 
SCREAM YELL HOOT HONK HOWL CHIRP RING CHIMING 
QUAVER SWAY MOSS FERN LEAF TREE SAND HOUSE FIRE 
WOOD THOUGHT GO SLEEP FIND LOOK WRING RING HOLD 
HELP HIDE HIND HOME SOME TOUCH FEEL PLACE MAP CUBE 
CUP PLATE BOWL FORM FORK FOR FOUND POUND PINE 
PILLOW PURSE PEEL PINCH POOL POLISH POLICE POLAND 
PURSUE PEAR POW SKY EMPTY WHITE BLUE BLACK BURN 
BINGE BILL BIT BITE BIND SPEAK EAT COME RETURN 
ARRIVE THANK FOLLOW STOP STONE SOAP SINGLE CHASTE 
SEXY YES YELLOW YACHT YAWN LORE WAZOO WILLOW WINDOW 
WAIT WALLOW WONDER WOE WOMAN WISH WESTERN AND 
ALPHABET ALICE ARRANGE ARRAY ARROGATE GATE GREEN 
GUILT GULF GONE APE ACE AFTER COMMON CAUGHT COLD 
CAPE CAMBER CHARM CHALICE CHOSEN CHINK CHILL CHAFE 
CHILD CHORE CHAMBER HOT COLD WATER SEASON SUFFER 
SIFT SAFE SIMPLE SORRY SUPPER PEAL PINK PALE PASTOR 
PASTURE PASS PUT POLE PITCH PACE PAGE PAIN PART 
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APART APPEAL AGE ANGEL CREW CROW CRAZY CRAWL CRINGE 
KING KALE CARE CAP STAR STAMEN STALE STORE STOOL 
STOLEN APPLE PEAR FRUIT JEAN SHIRT SHEET BED CHAIR 
CARPET WALL CEILING TABLE TEAPOT TEA SCISSOR BOOK 
OPEN CLOSE ENTER EXIT ESCAPE CLAP DRINK WALK MOTION 
DRIVE PILE BUILD LAY ARRANGE QUIET DARK LIGHT FULL 
FAR GRAVEL LITTER ROLL CAR DOOR NOT NEVER NOTE 
NIPPLE SHOULDER HAIR KNEE HAND WRIST LETTER YOU 
BELLY STOMACH THIGH ANKLE FINGER THUMB PAD CHEEK 
EYE BROW MACHINE FILTER THUD VOICES SOUND SPOKEN 
WAIST BRA LOW HIGH FOREIGN CLOSE CLASP FASTEN 
RELEASE UNDO ARGUE AGREE WAX MOUNTAIN LAKE VILLAGE 
FOREST HILL CLIMB WORK LABOR COOK THE SMELL OF 
COOKING FIRES ROOM BUY SELL WASH POUND POUNDING THE 
CLOTHES ON ROCKS AT THE RIVER DUST STINK DEAD FEAR 
PULSE LIP BANG ROT RILE ROAD COMMON MOST WHAT LAUGH 
LANGUAGE LEARN WORLD BE BECOME BEE WASP DOVE INSECT 
TILE TAPE TALE TELL CHASE HUSBAND HARVEST CLEVER 
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PLUG FILL FOLD EVENING DAY MORNING NIGHT MIDDLE 
EDGE UPPER PAST BARE COVER LOOSEN SLAP KILL REPAIR 
KEEP TOE FOOT LIFT SUFFER RUTHLESS ROOF BREAK GRAIN 
WET FLOUR CAKE BELL SHELF LEMON PICTURE BOX GRASS 
BRUSH MOW COVERING LAMP SMOOTH FLUSH FURROW PLOW 
FIELD FOLD PADDOCK BIRD JAY ANIMAL FISH HORSE HOUND 
DOG GROW BIRTH SUCK SEPARATE WRECK RUIN REMODIFY 
CHANGE PUP BARK CHITTER CHOP BLOCK LANDSCAPE FLOWER 
BLADE MOLD DIRT CLOUD FOG LIGHTEN LOWER WEED DIG 
UNEARTH ROLL WATCH MAKE MIND MOVE MORE MOOSE ONION 
DINNER TRUCK STREET BEAM PIN HORSESHOE CARRY LUCK 
FORTUNATE FIRE FILL FOOD FOOL HONEY DATE DAY PICK 
SOON SUCH CLEAN SWEEP RAG CLOTH QUICK SLOW NOISY 
SWALLOW TRUNK UP SOUP SWEET STUFF CANDY IRON CAST 
MOIST POOL BASIN JUG JAR CAN DUNE SAND PINE PLUM 
WIND BLOW PUSH CARVE SKIN FINE ABRADE ERASE ITCH 
BURN TAN SOFTEN RUB CREAM INTO OVER UNDER AROUND 
THROUGH ABOUT WITH BY AGAINST IN OUT AUSTERE COLD 
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WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL CHILL WEATHER RAIN SNOW 
COUNTER PAPER KITCHEN HEDGE MAPLE TURN COLOR HOLD 
CONTAIN REVEAL SWIM BAY BOAT FLAT TIDE RISE HEAD 
SEA OCEAN ON UNBUTTON ZIP CLIT PANT UNDIES WANT 
PART WIDER LIFT PUSH THRUST LICK KISS PASS VISA 
ALIVE SURVIVE LIFE LIVE LINGER LOST LOW LOUD LONG 
LABILE LATER THAN THINK THIN THIMBLE THIS DIFFICULT 
EASY WORD WIRE SWILL SWING SWINDLE DIP SIP SOP 
SOFA CUSHION LEAN BACK LOAF RECLINE LOVE LAP LOAM 
ADMIT PHONE FUCK DAILY DULL CHATTER LABILE LABIA 
PANTIES COVER SIT POISE BITE FLIRT EAR NEAR AIR 
NECK NAPE SPHERE ROUND CIRCLE TRIANGLE ANGLE VIEW 
VISION VILE VIGOR VOW VAIN RETURN DISTANCE SOUL 
BODY ORBIT BLINKER BOW TAPE NOTE LEFT SCREEN HANDLE 
TURN EMPTY ACRE FAT PEACE SELF BREAST STICKY SAFE 
DAUGHTER SON SILL ASPHALT SURFACE SHINGLE HAT COAT 
SCARF PERFUME YOUR INTIMATE TONGUE ASS LID HANG 
TILT TYPE KNOW THINK SPECULATE WISH WILL WOULD 
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PAPERWEIGHT PINECONE CUT SOLE PRINT LOBE BAG COPY 
SHINE REFLECT DANCE GOOD BLOSSOM PETAL ROBE STEP 
SNIFF WRINKLE BLINK WAVE HUGE PAINT SWAMP PLAIN 
SALTY RUN PERMISSION GIVE YOKE POND REED CAT TAIL 
WRAP BALL BEAD NUT SEED CASE CAGE CURSE CORE 
CAMPAIGN CUT COST YOU YOUR YOU YOU YOU LONG LONGING 
AS-WE IF-WE ALONG-THE ONCE-WE THERE-WAS-A AND-THEN 
LIGHTLY LOFT LOW TRANSPARENT EMBLEM UNFOLD CALM 
LUSH PRECISE RUSHES UNHEARD RATHER EVOLVE FAMILIAR 
MORAL IT-WOULD-BE OUD CLASSICAL WRITE SLEEPY BATH 
DIPPER WATER WEFT WORD POUR SCRUB CHEST ELBOW HAIR 
SPINE ALIGN HARP HARPOON SPOON POEM MORNING AND-
I-SAW ALIKE CHILD INFANT CRYING BON-BON MOUE POUT 
SPOUT AMERICAN GEMATRIA GARMENT ROPE MAP STRIP 
TEAR EQUAL CHANCE IMPOSE IMPOSSIBLE INTERVENE NOT-
REALLY NOR NEITHER FUEL CONFIDE STORM STOP MOTH 
WIND WOODS CAME ENTERED STEPPED BUD VIOLET JASMINE 
CHAPPED CHAFE CHILL CHIN LENGTH FOLD FIND FELL ROUGH 
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RUFF FOUNDER MILKY-WAY HOT SPRINGS HOT-SPRINGS 
PURIFICATION RITES CLEANLINESS GRIME POOL SOAK 
SUBMERGE VOLCANIC TUB ANGUISH TENSION ANGER 
EUPHORIA FADE STEAM SENSATION FLOATING DISCOVER 
CEDAR HANDCRAFTED EVAPORATE DRIFT HARMONIOUS 
WHATEVER-THE-CAUSE PUBLIC WIFE COLLECT PRESIDE 
GOSSIP MERIT EARN PRAY FILTH HUSKS FIREWOOD OIL 
COOL SOFTEN REFRESHING CLEARING-OF-VISION FRAGRANT 
REBORN LODGES POLLUTES FRESH SKIN LUSTROUS FOLLOW 
SERVE DUST ODOR WINTRY ICY PLENTIFUL STAFF TOWN 
INHABITANTS CONTRIBUTE DONATE FUNDS BELOVED SHINTO 
MUSLIM CONVERSION CULTURE DAZZLE STATUE SHRINE 
ATTEMPT LEPER RICE-BRAN BAGS FILLED PITCHER WEARING 
GAUZE ARMS FREE LIMIT FAN CHAMBER HERBS RARE 
SHAVE TRIM SCOUR PUMICE WOOD-SORRELS POLISH SHAME 
LEARNING NAKEDNESS RAKE FART REMOVE WASH-PAIL 
VESSEL LOTUS INJUNCTION CHEW REGRET NUDITY WEARY 
RESORT LEAFY TROD PILLOW-OF-GRASS FAINT BEAN-CURD 
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TRANSPARENT SHORTAGE SET ROUSE COMPOSE AFFAIRS 
HEART LEISURELY SOUL BRUSH CARELESS SCRAWL DEW 
FONDLY UNLINED PLAIN CLOAK ROBE ROSE-YELLOW CRIMSON 
PURE-WHITE FALLING-OPEN LETTER INTERRUPTS HASTE 
REPLY PILLOW-BOOK SPLENDOR UTENSILS RINSE SPLASH 
AFTERMATH PREPARE SALT ACID WOODEN RATTLE CLOP 
STROLL PRIVATE TOILET SLIPS EASY DECADE AFTER IF 
WE’RE GOING TO HAVE PEOPLE HAVE MORE WHO RUMI SAPPHO 
BLAKE BORGES IT-WOULD-BE GOOD TO HAVE THEM PLACES 
MELANIE CELAN BASHO BUSON IKKYU WAIMANALO PALI 
PUNALUU SPECIFICITY UBUD BUNGALOW JOGJA KYONG-JU 
NAGIN LEH PROVINCETOWN TRURO WELLFLEET HERRING-
COVE RACE-POINT BEECH-FOREST BREAKWATER BIKE-TRAIL 
PILGRIM-SPRING BACK-SHORE DUNES DUNE-SHACK THALASSA 
LONG-POINT HOME NORTH LIBERTY KYOTO TOKYO GERTRUDE 
LAO-TZU LI-PO TU-FU MIRABAI LAL-DED CONFUCIUS 
BODHISATTVA BUDDHA MOHAMMED CHRIST MOSES LAUGHABLE 
ECUMENICAL LEDA APOLLO DIONYSUS CAGE MERCE MANYUSHU 
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HAIKU 20TH CENTURY DIMANCHE TRANSLATE-INTO-FRENCH 
NOMIMONO TABEMASU PARIS NICE AVIGNON VILLEFRANCHE 
COTE D’AZURE PONT LEIDSEPLEIN MELKWEG CANAL BRIDGE 
COMMERCIAL ST CAMBRIDGE JANE OLGA T LULU MELLIE 
KIM KENNY MICHAEL MARGARET CANDICE WHY NOT RIGOR 
VALOR PRIDE ENVY SLOTH DEPRESSION ANXIETY SORROW 
APPETITE SWEATER GREED ARDOR HUNTER PACK RIFLE 
NERUDA SEAM DRUM WAIL SCAT DABBLE MERENGUE LIFT 
VOICES VICES VIRTUES IKAGA-DESUKA? MONKEY-FOREST 
LIGHTENED CHROME OCCUPIED MAMBO SALSA AFRICAN MALI 
MALE MOSSES SENEGAL TOUAREG CHINESE-RED ADVERBS 
SLYLY SWEETLY CLUMSILY SLOWLY QUICKLY HEAVILY 
GRACEFULLY GRAVELY GRANDLY SUAVELY WORRIEDLY NAN-
DESUKA? ABSTEMIOUS QUIETLY LOUDLY SCANTLY RELAX 
HOLDOVER SCAN LIT DIRECTLY INDIRECTLY STALE 
LORDING YELLOW STAIDLY OPENLY HIDDENLY CLEARLY 
SINGULARLY HELPLESSLY INTRICATELY SORRY SOLD DUMBLY 
PURPOSEFULLY AWKWARDLY EASILY PUNGENTLY SHARPLY 
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HESITANTLY PEACEFULLY MIDSEA OVERTLY COVERTLY 
STRONGLY VOCIFEROUSLY SKIN SCAR WRINKLE NAIL GLASS 
WATER STAIN CLIP WORD TAP TYPE BOOK LETTER PAPER 
POEM BOAT CURL STRAND PURSE LAP LIP NOSE LASH 
DOWN NORM FIERCELY SHEEN SPLENDOR SNIP SHIP SAVE 
SALVATION SAVINGLY SAVED RESCUED DOWNY-WOODPECKER 
GOLDFINCH THRUSH SQUIRREL VICTORIOUSLY BAY-LEAF 
LAUREL SPINY CYCLICAL PARE ARCHAICALLY TROUBLED 
TREBLED TRIED TORN STUCK STITCHED STOLEN MILT FISH 
SPERM SEMEN COME JUICES MAN FEMALE MALE UNION 
THIRSTY WATER-JAR POURS MASCULINE FEMININE TIRED 
EMPTY TENDER AVE-MARIA AMAZING-GRACE URINE PISS 
CLEMENTINE SHIT DIGNITY HONOR HONORABLY MILLENNIUM 
HAPPY HAPPINESS ULTRAMARINE COBALT OUTREMERE FRENCH 
HAVEN ITALIAN FATHOMLESS ABUNDANT PAS-MAL PETIT 
SWEET HUBRIS PRIDE GREEDILY GREED POET POETRY SILT 
RICE FIELDS LIGHTS NEON ARCHITECTURE SAVVY LIME-
GREEN CHARTREUSE PINK YELLOW SPRING SAKURA CHERRY-
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BLOSSOM PLUM SUTEKI FINGER HANDS WOMEN GINZA KYOTO 
NARA TEMPLE SHRINE TORI TENGU TAKAO-SAN SAN SAN 
SIMPLIFY MESSY TATAMI BAMBOO GROVE SHOES REMOVAL 
UNAGI SOBA NOODLE SHOP MANGA MENTOS OSHINKO PICKLES 
AT SEA AT LAND AT HOME TOKYO GREY MANSIONS HOUSE 
ROOFTILE TILE WARM FLOOR SAMUI CHILL NOH KYOGEN 
CONTROLLED FORMAL PLATFORM STEP UP BOW BRING GIFT 
LANGUAGE IMPOSSIBLE POLITENESS THEIR HANDS WORK 
WORN STUDIOS RELUCTANCE EMBRACE SOUP WINE SAKE 
BEER LONG EVENINGS TRANSLATOR ELECTRONIC OFURO 
WASHING GETA UDON HANAMI FLOWER VIEWING PICNIC 
UNDER PHOTOGRAPHY GASSHO EACH CONTEMPORARY MODERN 
MAGNOLIA GARDEN STONE SWEETS PILES ARRAY WORDLESS 
FLOWER-TALK AZALEA PET SLIPPER MAT TIRED SHINJUKU 
NAGOYA MUSASHISAKAI KOGANEI GALLERY MUSEUM VISIT 
PLEASE UTSUNOMIYA NIKKO BAROQUE FAMOUS OPENING 
TRAINS SUBWAYS SHINKANSEN PASSAGE BICYCLES RIDING 
WALK SLEEP CLEAN HANG LISTEN RIVER MOUNTAIN FOREST 
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STREETS SMALL NARROW ENTRANCE EXIT PRACTICE ADS 
SIGN YAKITORI CERAMIC PARKING INSTALLATION GREEN 
RED KIMONO LINING SILK CONCRETE SHINY LIVABLE HOUR 
MIXED EASE WINDOWS STREETS ART ARTFUL ROSANJIN 
AESTHETIC ELUSIVE VIALS PIGMENT GLAZE MIST ROPES 
BUDDHIST SHINTO ROBED JAPAN WILLING POSE TRAILS 
WOODEN STATUE AGE BAR WOMEN PERFORMANCE FRESH 
TOFU BEANPASTE PAPER SLOW ASLEEP DERIVED FRENCH 
MONET MATISSE MOCHI GYOZA PICTURE POETRY YOUNG 
EDGE FLATNESS COMMUNICATE BUSY ISOGASHI OMOSHIROII 
SECRET PRINTS PARK CERAMIC POTTERY VASE TEABOWL 
GREENTEA TEA HOJICHA MATCHA WHISK BOX ISE LUCK 
NIGHT MODELS TELEPHONE KANJI MOSHI-MOSHI OCHA MIZU 
ATSUI CLOSING SMILING FEMINIST JOMON FENCE BLUE 
INDIGO GREEN-BAMBOO LASHED BLACK STRING STATES 
LEANING TEASING RESIGNATION SWEET ENGLISH WORDS 
TWIGS QUANTITY PROLIFIC YELLOW-GREEN HAZY TUNNELS 
FLUFFY FREEST EMPTY FIELDS TEA PLANTATIONS BUSHES 
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ROWS TOWNS ELECTRICAL TOWERS GREENHOUSES NEEDLE 
RAPE-FLOWER FACTORY DRAB WIDE RIVER HATCHERIES 
REEDS GRASS PINE LOW HILLS GREEN-ONION SATELLITE 
TELEPHONE WIRES ELECTRICAL WIRES WATER SOLAR WHITE-
FLOWERING TREES BLUE TERRACOTTA PEAKED ROUNDED LEAF 
OCHRE GREY RHYTHM PLASTIC PINK GOLF EMBANKMENT 
NETTING ARRIVED GION SLEPT RAIN DARK LANES WOODEN 
MATCHSTICK BLINDS DRAPING BALCONIES SLIDING SHOJI 
LIT FANTASY SIGNS CLUB BUILDINGS STREETS HOSTESSES 
ARCHITECT BLUE-GREY WOMAN IKA LAYERS WAVES SADNESS 
DESIRE NAMELESS FAMILIAR KIMONO PALE-GREEN BLACK 
GOLD WHITE OBI GOLD FAN FLOWERS EMBROIDERED CLARITY 
MONKS BLACK ROBES CROSSING FUROSHIKI PARCEL WRAPPED 
MODERN MIKAYO-ODORI PLUM-FLOWER DINNER CHOPSTICKS 
HASHI GINGER HORENSO INTIMACY FORMALITY QUICKLY 
LADLE CLEARS REST TOWELING CUSTOM SUBMERGING CHILLED 
SUGOI DAIJOBU NEGOTIATION RELATIONSHIP APPOINTMENTS 
SORROW GENTLY WAKATTA NAN DAKE ANMARI ZENZEN 
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URESHII YOKATTA CALLIGRAPHY FOOTING OISHIKATTA 
GOCHIROSAMA OHAYO GOZAIMASU ARIGATO GOZAIMASU 
ZANNEN REGRET PLAY IMAGE WASHING RICE MILKY GRAINS 
FREE VOCABULARY TRANSLATES LAUGH MOUTH PARTING JYA 
NE MOVEMENTS SUDDEN PLACE CADENCE ECHO HEAR STORIES 
GOSSIP WAY DANCE SUIT PARIS TONES TALK SERIOUS 
COMB ANTIQUE TEMPLES BLUE&WHITE DISHES LUNCH BIRDS 
TURTLES BAMBOO KNEELING FORMAL TRAYS RICE STICKY 
MIXED MUSHROOMS SKYLIGHT LIGHT THROUGH BRANCHES 
MANNER NONVERBAL SUDDEN RETREAT DISTANCE SPACES 
BETWEEN PRESENCE INTONATION TOOL MEISHI DECIPHER 
CHANGING SCRAPS AGREEMENT SUBWAY MEMORIZE THREAD 
CANDIES TOYS SCARF WEAVER GIFT GIVING GIVEN 
OMIYAGE RECEIVE ACCEPT BALANCE RETURN DEER KOEN 
CHERCHER FRAGMENT SHOW RETRIEVE FLOATING CUSHION 
TABLE CROSS-LEGGED WAITING SUSPENDED LIGHT SPRING 
CURLICUE PLASTIC TRANS ARCTIC WATER SOAP BUBBLE 
WHITE NEVERMORE ISLE CANDLE CANDY FOOD-COLORING PINK 
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BALLET SKIRT LOVE MARY INFANT-OF-PRAGUE STATUETTE 
BEETLE MONSTER MENACE GOLD-COLORED AESTHETICS STAIR 
STAR STARE STONED SOFTENED WILL MIGHT-BE SARI PILLOW 
FAKE-FUR PAINT-BY-NUMBERS GREEN STONES MANY PENS 
PILLOW LOVELY SAINTED NUTTED STOOD STALWART NINNY 
LEAF-YELLOW SPINNEY SPINY SPINSTER LIT SANDWICH 
ILLUME CAGE THEORETICAL OFTEN SIGHTLINE TO-LEAF-
THROUGH TO-WASTE WAISTED NARROW WILL-SEE LOOK-SEE 
LOOK-SEA SODA SOAPY LILTING WAFTED WAN GONE 
GARRULOUS GARDENED GUARDED WILL-MAKE WAKEFULNESS 
READ PHILOSOPHER KHAKI FASHIONABLE EASY SACREDLY 
SOFT SIGHTED SEQUINED BANGLED A-LITTLE-NOTHING 
DRESS SKIRT PANTS ZIP BUTTONING UNBUTTONED UNKNOWN 
UNDERVALUE UPTIGHT SKINTIGHT TIGHTS STOCKINGS 
PANTYHOSE UNDIES PANTIES BRA BRASTRAP LACE BLACK 
VELVET DISORDER UTOPIA TIED BOW SPAN UNCLOTHE 
UNCHASTE ENVIED ENVIOUS BREAST PORN STOPPED 
DECONSTRUCTED STONED SURPRISED WILLED NIGHTINGALE 
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LONELY DELAYED WITHHELD WET GREEN LAWN GRASS WETTED 
DRENCHED MOISTENING ALL THE WORLD SWEETLY UNDONE 
SKY LAB-COAT PATTI SMITH SOCIALLY DEFINE DRIPPING 
METAPHOR DEVASTATION INHERITANCE MOSS HOSS MEANING 
HORSE BOSS LOSS IDENTITY IMPOSSIBLE KNOCK-KNOCK 
STOPPED FAME STEIN THIS SURREALISM FUTURISM OKAY 
LIKE SO-YOU WHAT’S-FUN AMAZING PEDANTIC EXPERIMENTAL 
TRUE HUGE!! GIRLS MISTAKENLY INTERNET FLANEUR MUD 
CURRENT HEARD MOVE OVERLAPPED ASSUMING AVENUE PAST 
YAKKING LOOP HERO GRABS BALL POKES CHIMED BRIGHTER 
VACATIONING CAREER SCRATCHES READY HARPOONS LETTERS 
HOW-MUCH RISE CONNECT HUNGRY MESS SKETCHY COKE 
SRI-LANKAN UP-YOUR SCREAM FUSS CARDBOARD WARHOL 
AMERICAN SKY LIVING SHEER WINDOW GIRDERS GO A-CAP 
CAN’T FAVORITE DON’T CAKE SMELL DEAD GONE OH-BABY 
NO SIDING NO SINGLE B-SIDE NO WASTE SO WE GO ON 
DOWNTOWN IN CAR SCRATCHES PERFECT FURTHER BOSTON 
POEM THE NAME OF A DOG BOOKS WALK THOREAU PONY 
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EATS HONEY TIDAL HOMING MORE TRAINING PREOCCUPY 
INDEMNIFY FAUX GO STOLE CONDUCT SEEN SO LONG AGO 
OFFENSE TICKETED SOME SUMMER COME NO DONE GONE MOMA 
MOMMA NOON SOMETHING A STREET DESERTED IN THE AFTER 
HEREAFTER WHEREUNDER YEARS PASS NOTHING HOPELESS 
SURVIVES BREATHTAKING I MEAN LITERALLY MY BREATH 
IS TAKEN GRAVEYARDS TRAFFIC THIRTY FIFTY NO FORTY 
YEARS UNDER THE SKY AND OVER THE WATER MONTHS OF 
VERY SWEET CAKE AND NEXT NEW YORK CITY LIKE COLOR 
LIKE PINK AND EVERY DAYS SMELLS BLUE EXPLODING 
CLOUDS ANTHROPOLOGY WORDS DRAG CLING FISHERMEN OH 
BEYOND THE FUTURE IS ANOTHER SKY TROTH NECTARINE 
CLARINET THEE STOLEN KISS-IS REREADING CASTS 
ALIGHT A-LIGHT SIX SENTENCES POTENT WITH AMBIGUITY 
UNHAMPERED HAPPEN AH HAPPENSTANCE THEY’RE JUST 
NOT INTERESTED IN ANYTHING BUT THE VOICE TORTILLA 
TORTILLA OH GERTRUDE OH TO BE RUDE NOW A NEW 
ANEW I KNEW IT ALL ALONG WHAT WAS I THINKING? 
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DEVOTION PLEDGE FLOUNDER RAMBLE THE LOVER LOVES 
EXTANT LATTER COMPOSITION COSMOPOLITAN NEAPOLITAN 
ICE CREAM THERMAL DELIGHT IN ARCHITECTURE EXPLORERS 
INQUIRY BACON DISCOVERY AND NOW STRANGENESS GO 
BACK GO BACK HALF AUTOMATED AND OUTSIDE OURSELVES 
IS AMUSEMENT AT LAST OR FIRST GIVE ME A COSMO 
PINK DRINK ON LAND BY SEA OVER TAKE UNDER TAKER INC 
INK PARK WATER NERVOUS FLATTERER STOLE UNDERCARRIAGE 
UNDERCLASS OVEREXTENDED VIRGINESQUE REPAIR REAPPAREL 
STRONGISH STINGY STINGY AFFAIR PARTICULAR PECULIAR 
ROMAN ALL-NEW BARREL CONGO CAMERA CHILDREN TERRORISM 
RACED OVERUSED UNDERAPPRECIATED TEEN TWILIGHT 
SENTIMENT PROCEEDING AS-IF SYNTAX SEMANTICS PALENESS 
ROOMFUL RELAX SAID ALREADY OVERCOME BESIDE-HERSELF 
OVERLOOKED ASSOCIATE CONTEMPLATIVE DECODE CIPHER 
SUFFER HYPNOSIS GNOSIS REFUTE EXTRA SOMETHING 
NO SWEET BLIND AFTER I-MUST MUSTN’T CURIOSITY 
INFLAMMATION FLAMMABLE UNRAVELED BIRD LION DOOR 
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KEY NOTE NOT SINGLE SISTER BAT BEAR SLIGHT 
PREPONDERANCE PANE STREETLIGHT TWIG NET ROOF SKY 
SNOW RAINY TRANSLATOR DOG HIGHWAY BEND SHAKE 
ABOVE BELOW NEVER FRESH WHIRRED CHANCED SLEPT 
FELL HANDS FEET MERCY THRIFT LULU LOOP SCANDAL 
PAUSED LIGHT CURRENT MOUTHED THUNDER CRAB CHIN DICK 
SOBER LOOK WAIT FACE WATCHED GRADUAL ORIGINAL 
WALK ARRONDISSEMENT LIVED GREEDY BONBON JUICE 
POCKET BUTTER TURNED GLUE TOLD SINK INTO OUT-OF 
AZURE SUBMARINE INTENSE COTERIE PIGEON PING-PONG 
POET GRIND GROUND LEANING BLEW KNEEL PERMANENCE 
FUCKING EMPTIED BAKER DRAG MICE DAYDREAMY OWNERSHIP 
NERVOUSNESS BOX FLOWER SALT ORANGE ELECTRIC ROCKS 
WIND PARIS FERAL ROT ADVANCE BALDNESS LAKE DIAMOND 
GLASS CAT WOUND SEEDLING SLOTH ARROWS HELLO SNEER 
FORGET MEANING BUT NOT FORGETTING MEANING NAPLES-
YELLOW ROUGE BLUE STRAWBERRY STUCK SLIPPING TIGHTEN 
LICKING WASHER REALIZE NOTICE NUMBER LONG DISC 
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BOOMERANG OVERRIPE SWEETIE CLENCH RUBY PLASTIC 
SWEAT OPEN CRIMSON SILVER PLEASE KNOWN WORDS 
BLOUSE SHIRT WATER SEASONED FOUND PULSE EYE SHADOWY 
FINISHED BROKE WAKE DOOR APPARITION WEIGHTLESS HOUR 
EXULTED ETERN TIME-BOUND CARRIED ENTERING SLEEKER 
ENDLESS SO SLOWLY GOLY HOLY GOLLY POLLYWOG ONE-TIME 
DOUBTFUL CHARM KIND GLASS SPECTACLE COUSIN COVER 
SPLIT CONVINCE OBLIGE SUGAR CALLOUS WHITE GROAN 
SASH MUSTARD PAINFUL SOIL BARGAIN BEST RECKLESS 
MAKE SUPPOSE CLEAN ROUNDNESS STRIPY TRIMMED SAIL 
SUBSTANCE TOP RUDE COSTUME JOY IDEA BE BEE BEEN 
SEEN NICELY ASTONISHING STATIONING HEAVIER COURAGE 
SINGLE GREY LOSS NOT-BE STRANGE CUSTOM CUSTOMER 
ENABLE COLLECTED DUSTED REPLACED FOUR NUMERICALLY 
ENUMERATE GREEN SAD TREMBLE FLAT LAMP HAT BOTTLE 
PAD DRIVE SHELF STATUE CANDLE BALL CONTAINER SAND 
PINK BLUE LIGHTBULB MOUSE BOOK TABLE CHAIR PANTS 
TOP BRA SHEET PILLOW FLOOR CEILING HEATER AC 
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PLUG SPEAKER BEING THERE PURPOSELESS INDIFFERENCE 
STRUCTURE ABANDON CONTENTMENT THAN BUT SOMETHING 
PUBLIC TOTAL WILL THINGS FORWARD ANOMALY CRACKLE 
WAIST EVERYTHING WIDTH COLOR DARK CUSTOM LONGER 
SUDDEN FACT HOUSED BARN ACHING ACTUALLY BLOOM DIRTY 
SPECIAL RUBBED OVER SHOWED CHAIN SLENDER CARELESS 
EYEGLASSES CONTACT SHAVING PLACED HURTING STOOL HOW 
DOES IT MEAN SEEING MADE BESIDES SPREAD SPEARED 
HABITUAL HAPPY ELLEN O YES DOT SENT BECAUSE TRIMMED 
VOLUME PRESSING MOON PEACEFUL LEANING BID THICK 
BLANKET BLIND MAGAZINE PAPER FRAG MENT ARY CANARY 
AIRY EERY Y FUL ING MAG PAP ED VED BED AY STER ATING 
MAST HOOD IBED IM TER LY TING SED COM PLE IFIC SION 
CON ER DER CO ENCE ANCE IZE ORS AL IED AID INTER UN 
ATED UAL FOR DES BIT ARA UCK IP PT URN UN WING PLINE 
ANGE BEN ENT LENT VOL FIN BI LI BLO THING STANCE 
CLITUS TRIFE RIFE CENT STROBE SPIR EAR EARL PO KNE 
KNO KNA HE NE EN NER VATE ISHNESS NESS IS ISH IDE 
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OR UMES ITY OWS ICKS ORCE LOWER WER UNT OST LIGHT 
OWD MENT ILITY AVE RE PEO OTH RAF RES CONS UM OCK 
DO AW JESTIC ORITY AUSE OSE ROSE ITLE INGER INTER 
ITT RUE ORT VEAL DSH DMIR ITCH NDOW WIR BBLE GET 
TCHI TCHE WEE YRIC OUN SW HA BET DR MO BE PI WO LE 
RA AL TH AFT OIST OUND TION ION RID MBNA OAT AIN 
VE IT ARIL OOD ISOLE ONG OSS OOD OOK OT RUE ITY LAR 
CLAR EVER ARTI AINS ICIALLY LAND NAT TEEN GRI SCRA 
HEA SHO KI RIS LO HA GLUE PLAS SOME KE KEY STE TEP 
REAK AES USIC JUS TIS TICE TOP NIP ADE SELF URNED 
UGE EST PLE ACED SOUTH PROM FOR WO CEAS THRO INTER 
LOO ENE WAS WAT LOOK ROO BLU VOI BEA PARTI AME ABLE 
SON TABLE IVING PABLE LISH ISHING APA OPER ADOL CHI 
DOW ACTU HAI TE TEL PAI SHA NISH SPA RIB WOR COR 
LEG VET TWI TWI LIT BI VES BAR STE JA TUR DEE RE RED 
YING SING OLA IENNA INES GGEST GEST RANGE ORANGE 
REE SIDER SQUI INT AIN ANET ORGE GET MAN CIAL ERE 
TERS GER OY IME IENCE EATH URAL TICAL NON SYNON BRID 
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COMM ABSTR BRUS ETIC SPEE SOU RHY FLA STEE CULT POL 
CHAR DOG OETRY ANG GUA GE LA LANG PROP STOR TEA CA 
SUPA HAVE WORK SIG SHUN COME TING OOL VES IMIT GHET 
JECT VEALED NTRA DESP TATI VIE SONAL OEM EM PO TRAD 
ICT INCH VEN EO DEO SS INE TOWN GING DER WOND MAR 
COU HO MACH SHOR THER SUG AL ALRE TI MOB TRANS WRE 
PRE BA GO HER GULAR RE WI RAP GRI GAY MESS GLOR LAND 
TWO LO LOV LOO RY ARRY IAHN IANO OCKED EAD AND ALK 
PEAR DIS IRCLE ERTIGO MOU EMMA SQUER EKK LUMI FLUT 
FORE TECHNI VER CAM SIR DIL FING BEAD WAX MAS RED 
FLUT OLD OLOR EX PRE ISO WI AMB SU OBJ ACK OURCE 
QUAL APP NUM COMP OPP STRUCT GEO SLUR OKE ENANCE 
AIN TAIN MENT ATED TRANS APPRO RECO DISTI DRAS SUST 
INTU EXPR COW UNCH IDST BE UNCER EGI ROT SURM OWER 
ENTER ORROW ANK LOVER BLOW ALL AKES DERED THM EASON 
OY ACE ORT SANDS OFF UN UTTER EL AST KEN WHERE SAMPL 
BRO DRO ONE ONCE EVE AW EM PANY EVER L FERR MAN LEN 
BEAU TY TY TY OR BEAUT EY Y Y 

AFTERWORD
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FREE WORDS 2001
1000 copies of this book are being distributed 
free, placed on the shelves of various bookstores 
and libraries across the country, beginning with 
an exhibition at the Silas-Kenyon Gallery/Schoolhouse 
Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts from July 27 
through August 9, 2001.
The text is a list of something over 13,000 words, 
collected from 1991 to 2001.  My original purpose was 
simply to gather as many words as I could for use in 
various projects.  The list is now made available for 
others to do with what they like.
The text has been placed in the public domain (with 
the exception of quoted sections, see acknowledgements 
below) and may be reprinted, reproduced, and rewritten 
as desired.
For further information, as well as a downloadable PDF 
version, contact www.highlala.com.
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The text has dozens of sources, and I couldn’t begin 
to trace most of them.  I often sat with three or 
four books open on my lap hunting for words.  There 
are, however, two longer sections that are directly 
quoted.  
One, beginning with agape on page 55 and running through 
zucchini on 58 is a list copied wholesale (with some 
oddities of transcription) from a wonderful book by 
the Greek Nobel laureate Odysseas Elytis.  The book 
is The Little Mariner, translated by Olga Broumas and 
published by Copper Canyon Press.  Though it is no 
longer in print, the material here is also reprinted in 
the volume Eros, Eros, Eros: Selected and Last Poems 
by Odysseas Elytis, translated by Olga Broumas and also 
published by Copper Canyon Press. It is used here with 
love, but entirely without permission. 
The second long quotation begins with boomerang on 
page 66 and continues somewhat intermittently through 
vampire on page 72.  It is a list of words absorbed into 
the English language from various other languages, and 
comes from a book whose name and author are now lost to 
me.  I regret the omission. 
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Though I have made rather free use of these words 
myself, they remain the property of their authors.
Particular thanks is offered to Michael Carroll, 
director of the Silas-Kenyon Gallery, for his ongoing 
and generous support.
And to Ellen Rousseau, for too much to name.
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